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Introductory Letter

Introductory Letter

Dear Students,
As you open the pages
of this handbook, you
are taking the firs t steps
pathway for ward. Of cou
of your
rse you have been hea
ding down this pathway
sometime now. This big
for
new step is however mo
re exciting, more challen
maybe even more dau
ging and
nting.
Kurnai College, your col
lege, is determined to
assist you choose the cou
that bes t suits your ind
rse of study
ividual needs and aspira
tions. Finding the course
suits your needs may com
that bes t
e easily for some and ma
y require careful consid
combined with research
eration
and questions for others
. In any case, what is imp
is that you, as young adu
ort ant
lt learners actively eng
age with this import ant
involve your teachers,
task and
course counsellors and
your parent s and carers
conversation. The way
in this
for ward will require com
mitment and persevera
there are many people
nce but
and resources available
to support you.
Our college has strong
link s with Federation Un
iversit y, TAFE Gippsland
and our relationship wit
and AGA
h these organisations can
only help us devise fur
options for all of our stu
ther
dents.
My thanks for our team
I wish all of the studen

who produce this import

ts at our college every

ant resource,

success in their studies

and pathway!

Anthony Rodaughan
College Principal
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Future Pathways

Future Pathways

WHAT IS A PATHWAY?

AN EDUCATION FOR EVERY STUDENT

Pathway is a word we use to describe our choice in education,
training and employment – the steps we take to achieve our goals.
The pathway you choose will probably differ from those of your
friends, and most likely will be quite different from the pathway
your parents have chosen. You may choose to follow the same
career as your parents, but how you approach your choice of
education and training may be very different, because advances in
technology are revolutionising the way we work, do business and
socialise.

Kurnai College provides students in Years 11 and 12,
with access to an extensive range of opportunities.
Students are able to undertake studies in the following
programs of study.

Your pathways journey can be interesting and challenging, and the
pathway you select will depend very much on your personal needs
and experiences. Whatever the pathway you choose, you need to
spend time investigating what each has to offer before deciding to
take it.

FINDING OUT WHAT’S OUT THERE
Deciding which career you want to pursue is the first step in
planning your future. While this may not be easy while you’re still
at school, it helps if you determine a general area that interests
you. To find out about career options:
• Talk to your school career counsellor
• Speak to friends and family about choices they made and how
they made them
• Surf the internet. Start with the list of great sites listed on page
6 at the end of this section
• Scan the employment section in the newspaper to see what
jobs are out there
• Attend the Open Days of universities and TAFE colleges
• Check out the career guidance computer software program
CAREER MATCH, available in the career’s room
• Comb through The Job Guide, provided to all Year 10 students
Australia wide.

VCE

An outstanding qualification that is recognised
around the world. Provides pathways to
further study at university, TAFE, and into the
‘world of work’.

VCAL

A hands-on option that gives students practical
work-related experience, as well as literacy
and numeracy skills and the opportunity to
build personal skills that are important for life
and work.

VET

Combines general VCE studies with
vocational (work) training and experience
in the workplace. Able to offer students VET
programs from a range of industry areas. VCAL
students are required to study a VET subject as
part of their VCAL program.

CHOOSING SUBJECTS THAT SUIT YOU
STARTING YEAR 11
If you are starting Year 11 you and your parents/
caregivers will have already made an important
decision about choosing to continue your education.
However, you need more than the encouragement of
parents or caregivers and teachers to succeed in Year
11. To succeed, you need to accept responsibility for
your own education. Self-motivation is vital in Year 11.
It’s important to get settled into a good study routine
at the beginning of the year. Homework and study
requirements will increase markedly in Year 11 and
even more so in Year 12. However, study doesn’t have
to be a drag, if you have some sound study strategies
and time management skills you’ll find it easier to
manage your work-load.
Deciding which subjects to study in Year 11 is
extremely important. The main factors to consider are:
• Your abilities
• Your interests
• Your career choices

Kurnai College Programs of Study 2021
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Future Pathways

WE ADVISE NOT TO BASE
YOUR SUBJECT CHOICES ON:
FRIENDS

Your friends often have different abilities,
interests and motivation from yours.

TEACHERS

Don’t select a subject because your favourite
teacher may be teaching it. Teachers are
often given other classes or change schools.
Choose for you!

RUMOURS It is pointless to study a subject you are NOT
interested in, or NOT good at, because of
rumours about jobs or marks.
‘EASY’ SUBJECTS
None of the subjects you will be able
to select from are ‘easy’ subjects. Your
success in any subject depends on your
commitment and enthusiasm.
‘BOY’S / GIRL’S’ SUBJECTS
There are NO separate subjects for boys or
girls. If you are good at or interested in a
subject then it is for YOU.

WHO TO TALK TO
The Kurnai College Careers Team will be able to give you
career advice about the subjects that you select in Years
11 and 12. When you choose your subjects you will need
to make sure that your choices match the ongoing career
goals that you want to make. The Careers Team will be
able to help you with information related to:

Additional Information
It is advised that students deciding to undertake
studies in Years 11 and 12 must be HIGHLY
MOTIVATED to succeed. At the end of the first
year of study (YR11) there will be the option for
students to exit school and pursue other training
options, such as apprenticeships and traineeships.
Use the following list of useful websites for your
career planning and pathways research:

WWW.JOBGUIDE.EDUCATION.GOV.AU
• Describes nearly 400 occupations, and their
education and training pathways, as well as
career planning and job seeking information.

WWW.MYFUTURE.EDU.AU
• Online career exploration and information
service useful for all students and parents.

WWW.AUSTRALIANAPPRENTICESHIPS.
GOV.AU
• Information about Australian Apprenticeships
in a range of industries and how to find them.

WWW.YOUTHCENTRAL.VIC.GOV.AU
• Youth Central - life from every angle. Study,
Health, Jobs, Housing, and more.

• Subjects required for entry to university
• Subjects related to careers / occupations
• Relevant subjects for post secondary course’s at
Registered Training Organisations (RTOs), for example
TAFE and private providers.
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VCE Program

WHAT IS THE VCE?

VCE PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

The Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) is a certificate that
recognises the successful completion of your secondary education.
It is an outstanding qualification that is recognised around the
world. The VCE provides pathways to further study at university,
Technical and Further Education (TAFE) and to the world of work.
It is even possible to undertake a school-based apprenticeship or
traineeship within your VCE.

Regardless of how many units you do altogether, you
must satisfactorily complete:

WHEN CAN I START MY VCE?
The VCE is designed to be undertaken in Years 11 and 12 but can
be started in Year 10. About half of Victorian Year 10 students
undertake some VCE units.

WHAT IS A VCE PROGRAM?
A VCE program is the entire set of studies you will undertake to
complete your VCE. You can choose from a wide range of VCE
studies.

WHAT DO I HAVE TO CHOOSE FROM?
In the VCE there are over 90 studies, or subjects to choose from. A
list of all of them can be found on http://www.vcaa.vic.edu.au/vce/
studies/.
A VCE study is generally designed to last for one year, and is made
up of units. A unit is half a year or a semester in length. Units 1 and
2 can be taken as single units - that is, just the Unit 1 or just the Unit
2 - but Units 3 and 4 must be taken as a sequence of two units. If
you enrol in Unit 3 in a study, you will also be expected to enrol in
Unit 4 of that study, usually in the same year.

To obtain your VCE, you must satisfactorily complete
at least 16 units. The 16 units can include VET.

• At least three units from the English Group listed
below:
• Foundation English Units 1&2
• English as a Second Language (ESL) Units 1-4
• English Language Units 1-4
• Literature Units 1-4
No more than two Units 1 and 2 level may count
towards the English requirement. To obtain your VCE
as well as gain an Australian Tertiary Admission Rank
(ATAR) you must complete both Units 3 and 4 of an
English sequence.
• Three sequences of Units 3 and 4 studies in
addition to the sequence chosen from the English
group. These sequences can be from VCE studies
and/or VET programs. You need to be aware that
VTAC places restrictions on certain combinations
of VCE and VET studies. If you intend applying for
an Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR) at
the end of your VCE, you will need to be aware of
these restrictions. Talk to your VCE Coordinator
or your careers team.

A VCE program will generally consist of 20 to 24 units taken over
two years, although you can vary the number of units that you do
in one year.

VCE Snapshot
CHLOE RADFORD
Year 12 VCE
Hi my name is Chloe. I completed VCE
in 2019. I chose to study subjects I
knew I would enjoy and gain the most
out of, rather than having a clear career
path in mind. The subjects I studied
were English, Further Math, Studio Art,
Psychology, Chemistry and Health and
Human Development. Although I put
a lot of pressure on myself in juggling
study, work and sport, I was very
excited about the ATAR score I achieved.
I did realize after graduating that there
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Snapshot
are plenty of other opportunities
and pathways to enter university
and a high ATAR score is not the only
means. Over the course of Year 12, all
students were encouraged to attend
the University camp and several
University Open Days. By exposing
myself to several Universities, I was
able to devise a list of a few favorites,
which definitely made selecting VTAC
preferences easier. Thankfully, I
was offered my first preference in
Biomedicine.
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of Applied Learning

Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning (VCAL)

Students attending Kurnai College – University Campus
have a choice of two certificates of study – the Victorian
Certificate of Education (VCE) and the Victorian Certificate
of Applied Learning (VCAL).
VCAL is a secondary senior school certificate that runs
parallel to the VCE. VCAL has a different primary focus than
VCE, focusing primarily on preparing students for work
rather than further study. The VCAL certificate is of equal
weight to the VCE. In general VCAL allows students greater
flexibility and caters for a more ‘hands on’ approach to
their learning.

HOW IS THE VCAL STRUCTURED?
The VCAL program has four curriculum areas that are
known as strands. These strands are:
• Literacy and Numeracy Skills
• Industry Specific Skills
• Work Related Skills
• Personal Development Skills
All learning programs must include elements from each
strand.

The VCAL program is an option for Year 11 and 12
students who have more of an interest in pursuing an
apprenticeship, training at TAFE or seeking employment.
Students choosing a VCAL program will gain practical workrelated experience and ‘employability’ skills, along with the
skills required to pursue further training in the workplace
or at TAFE.

ASSESSMENT

STRUCTURE OF COURSE

FLEXIBILITY

The VCAL course of study consists of the following
components:
• 3 days attending at the University Campus
• 1 day completing VET course
• 1 day undertaking Work Placement

QUALIFICATIONS
The VCAL program is accredited at three levels:
• Foundation
• Intermediate
• Senior
These levels cater for all students with different abilities
and interests. The levels provide a progression of skills,
knowledge and attitudinal development.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
There are no formal entry requirements for VCAL, except
that all students must choose a VET course that suits their
needs.. Students are able to choose the level of VCAL to suit
their own learning needs, abilities and interests.

CHOOSING A PROGRAM
STEP 1

Identify your interests, abilities and strengths
and link these with appropriate work/career
choices.

STEP 2

Consider the Vocational Education (VET)
programs that the College offers and get
some ideas about which options you are most
interested in.

STEP 3

Identify which English and Maths level you want
to study (Hint: discuss this step with your Year
10 teacher/s and listen to their advice).

VCAL units are assessed by generic sets of learning
outcomes that are competency based. Assessment is
not meant to be an “add on”, but flow from the student
activities.
VCE, VET and other components are assessed as they would
normally be assessed.

There are a great deal of cross-credits between VCE and
VCAL. Students who start a VCAL program may decide to
move into a VCE program at some stage. Credit transfers
in the two VCAL units, Work Related Skills (WRS) and
Personal Development Skills (PDS), can be counted towards
the VCE award.
Students can use activities such as part-time community
or volunteer work to contribute towards their learning
outcomes.

WHAT MUST STUDENTS DO TO RECEIVE A
VCAL QUALIFICATION?
A student is awarded a certificate when they gain 10
credits. A credit is gained for successful completion of a
unit of study.
Each unit of study must be justified against the purpose
statement for each of the four VCAL curriculum strands.
A student’s VCAL learning program must include:
• a minimum of two VCAL units
• at least one literacy unit
• at least one numeracy unit
• at least one unit from the Industry Specific Skills strand
(VET)

AT THE INTERMEDIATE AND SENIOR LEVELS,
THIS MUST INCLUDE:
• a unit of study from a VET qualification
• at least one unit from the Personal Development Skills
strand
• at least five credits at the level of the VCAL they are
enrolled in; of which one must be literacy and one VCAL
Personal Development Skills unit.

Please Note:
An individual course selection interview is compulsory in
order to ensure you choose a program suitable to your
needs/goals.
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Enhancement Studies

WHAT IS ENHANCEMENT STUDY?

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS?

Enhancement studies are university subjects taken with the
VCE. It is a great way to challenge and extend the interest
of high achieving students in a subject beyond the VCE.
They are not VCE units and cannot be counted as part of
the 16 units required for satisfactory completion.

Students are provided with intellectual challenges and an
approach to learning that may not otherwise be available in
the normal Year 12 program.

WHO CAN DO ENHANCEMENT STUDIES?

Students may gain an additional 4.0, 5.0 or 5.5 points
towards their aggregate in the calculation of their
Australian Tertiary Admissions Rank (ATAR).

Enhancement studies are meant for high achieving students
who have shown outstanding results.

Students are able to gain an insight into the demands of
university study, which can greatly assist their transition
from school to full-time university study.

WHAT ENHANCEMENT STUDIES ARE
AVAIL ABLE?

ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA

Universities offer enhancement studies in areas such as:
• Mathematics
• Chemistry
• Accounting
• Media Studies
• Australian History/Politics
• Computer Systems/Computer Programming

• Students will have demonstrated outstanding
achievement.
• In most cases students will have completed the
preparatory study in Unit 3-4 during their Year 11
program.
• In some cases a student may be selected on the
principal’s evaluation of their Year 11 performance
and undertake the preparatory Unit 3-4 sequence
concurrently with the enhancement study.

• Philosophy

VCAL Snapshot
KEELY LONGMORE
Year 12 VCAL Student
Wanting to experience the young adult
environment that Kurnai College’s
University Campus had to offer, Keely
transferred to the campus at the
beginning of Year 11. As she wanted
to pursue a more hands on program,
Keely chose to undertake the VCAL
Certificate. Keely wasn’t 100% sure
what pathway she wanted to take but
knew that it had to involve working with
others so with this in mind, decided
to study a Certificate II in Community
Services and complete work placement with various
aged care facilities. After successfully obtaining the
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Snapshot
certificate in community services and
completing year 11, Keely decided to
study hospitality as her VET in year
12. During the year Keely felt that
working with school children may be
the path to take, so during term 3
completed her work placement with
a local primary school. Absolutely
loving this experience, Keely applied
for an Integration Aide position with a
primary school at the end of the year
and was successful in obtaining this
role. Undertaking the VCAL program
gave Keely the opportunity and
flexibility to try various work places
which gave her the confidence in deciding what steps
to take for her future pathway.
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VET Program

Kurnai College offers students a wide variety of VET
(Vocational Education and Training) courses which appeal
to different interests and careers pathways. VET programs
can combine with either VCE or VCAL studies and provide
the opportunity for vocational training and experience in
the workplace.

• contributes to the development of entry level skills for
their industry

VET programs are designed to help students develop skills
in a vocational area and assist the to make the transition
to further education or training, work or a blend of both
training and work.

• enables industry to participate in local community
networks.

Successful completion of a VET in the VCE program
provides students with:
• two qualifications: a Victorian Certificate of Education
(VCE) or Victorian Certificate of Applied Learning
(VCAL) and a VET Certificate
• two Statements of Results giving details of units
completed in the VCE or VCAL and modules/units of
competence completed in the VET qualification
• the ability to progress into further vocational education
and training courses
• workplace experience including structured workplace
learning.
Students value the VET in the VCE program because it:
• allows them to combine general and vocational studies
which for many, provides a practical focus
• gives them direct experience of business and industry,
which employers value in selection.
• gives an advantage when applying for apprenticeships,
since there is greater demand for a semi-skilled
workforce rather than an unskilled one
• apprenticeships are more likely to go to students
who have developed skills and have demonstrated
motivation and interest in their chosen area
Employers value the VET in the VCE program because it:

VET Snapshot
BRAD SCHOLTEN
Year 12 VET Student.
Brad had always been interested
in gaining employment in the
automotive industry having
worked on cars in his spare
time from a young age. Having
completed year 10 work
experience with a Heavy Diesel
Mechanic Brad knew that this
was the area in which he wanted
to obtain an apprenticeship.
When it came to deciding on
the right educational pathway
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• provides students with a practical and focused
introduction to workplace requirements
• enables employers to use the program for selection
purposes

Kurnai College is part of the Baw Baw Latrobe VET
Cluster providing access to a range of courses from
Eastern Victorian Group Training, TAFE Gippsland and
Apprenticeships Group Australia.
Entry into VET programs is not automatic, with students
needing to apply by submitting an application and
successfully complete an interview or attend a group
information session.

SCHOOL BASED NEW APPRENTICESHIPS
School based new apprenticeships involve students in a
program of part time work, off-the-job training and VCE
or VCAL classes. In most cases, the completion of the
part-time apprenticeship will contribute units towards the
completion of a VCAL or VCE certificate.
Part-time apprenticeships are available in a range of
training packages and will require the student to apply
to the organising training organisation. The local VET
cluster has an employment officer who can assist students
to locate suitable employment and can help to negotiate
suitable training with part-time jobs. Some students
can complete part-time apprenticeship related to their
employment and will need to talk to their employer to see
whether there are part-time apprenticeships in that area.
Two areas in which students completed school based new
apprenticeships in 2006 were the power industry and retail
operations.

Snapshot
Brad decided VET in automotive would be
highly advantageous with helping him reach
his career goal. Over the 2 years that it took
for Brad to complete the Certificate II in
Automotive he undertook work experience
with various employers within the Heavy
Diesel Automotive Industry which assisted
in building his employability skills. At the
end of Year 12 Brad was awarded the VET
Overall Achiever due to his excellent work
ethic, ability to work well with others and
excellent results. Since finishing year 12 Brad
has obtained an apprenticeship as a Heavy
Diesel Mechanic.

Kurnai College Programs of Study 2021
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Advanced Program

The Advanced Program / Australian Air Force Cadets
(AAFC) is all about providing students with the
opportunities to learn new skills and enhance employment
prospects in later life, but most importantly the
program is designed to give students an appreciation for
community service. As a participant in the program, you
will develop four key competencies - leadership, team
building, first aid and cardio-pulmonary resuscitation
(CPR) over the first two years of the training program. You
will also be required to achieve as a minimum, a bronze
level award in the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award Scheme.
Today, the AAFC continues to train young men and
women in aviation and defence skills. The AAFC is
administered by the RAAF through the Australian Cadet
Forces Scheme that operates throughout Australia.
Becoming a cadet in the AAFC will provide you with an
insight into an arm of the Australian Defence Force while
gaining many valuable skills for your future career.

TRAINING
You will be committed to attend training at 424SQN once
per week. This is done as part of your school program.
Occasional weekend and school vacation activities are in
the program.
You will ATAR the program as a recruit and receive basic
training in Service Knowledge and Drill Ceremonial.
On satisfactory completion of basic training you will be
enrolled into the AAFC as a cadet member, and will then
be issued with an AAFC service number and uniforms.

FLIGHT LEVEL TRAINING
There are three levels of training at Flight level to be
undertaken by cadets. These are Basic, Proficiency and
Advanced. The following topics are included:
• Aeronautical Knowledge
• Aircraft Recognition
• Field Craft
• Meteorology (elective topic)

WORK EXPERIENCE
The AAFC conducts a very viable Work Experience
Program in which participating cadets are able to work
not only on RAAF bases, but also within several aviation
companies such as QANTAS.

COLLEGE WIDE PROGRAM
Important note to students/cadets already in or
contemplating joining the program
Students/Cadets already involved in the program can
continue with this unit right throughout their schooling
years and beyond.
Students in Years 11 and 12 will need to take care with
VCE unit selection so that they have the courses they need
while continuing with their regular AAFC commitment.
Each cadet/student will receive semester reports on
achievements within the unit. The program is presently
not a VCE unit of work, but gives students valuable
experience in a wide range of areas for later life.

WHAT DOES IT COST TO BE A CADET?
Kurnai College 424SQN requires an annual subscription
of $80.00, which can be paid annually, per term, or per
week depending upon arrangements in place. There may
also be some costs involved with flying, bivouacs or other
special activities being undertaken by the Flight. Uniforms
are provided by the AIRTC and must be returned upon
termination.
The program is open to all young people aged between
13 and 18 years. Medical and physical requirements must
be met and applicants must be of Australian citizenship.
Feel free to call the College about the program to discuss
and further your interest in the Advanced Program /
AAFC. Enquiries to Wayne Bass (03) 5165 0600 / 0439
749 382 or to AAFC staff at your campus.
MOST IMPORTANTLY you must have dedication and be
able to follow instruction.

• Administration, Instructional Technique and
Management technique
• Advanced Service Knowledge
• Aero Modelling (plastic and flying) electives
• Aero Engines
• Personal Development
• Team Building

Kurnai College Programs of Study 2021
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Accountant
Advertising Account Executive
Agricultural Scientist
Architect
Automotive Mechanic
Beauty Therapist
Carpenter
Chef
Childcare Worker
Chiropractor
Civil Engineer
Dentist
Dietitian
Economist
Electrical Engineer
Electrician
Environmental Engineer
Event Manager
Fashion Designer
Fitter & Turner
Games Developer
Graphic Designer
Hairdresser
Human Resource Manager

12
12
12
13
13
13
14
14
14
15
15
15
16
16
16
17
17
17
18
18
18
19
19
19

Interior Designer
Journalist
Lawyer / Legal Clerk
Marketing Coordinator
Medical Practitioner
Nurse
Park Ranger
Pharmacist
Photographer
Physiotherapist
Plumber
Project Manager / Construction
Psychologist
Radiographer
Social Worker / Youth Worker
Stockbroker
Teacher
Town Planner
Visual Artist

20
20
20
21
21
21
22
22
22
23
23
23
24
24
24
25
25
25
26
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Accountant

Accountant
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

English

Further
Maths

12

Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Business
Management
Business
Management

Accounting

Information
Technology

Legal
Studies

Accounting

Information
Technology

Economics

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Advertising

Advertising Account Executive
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths

Visual
Comm

Art

Further
Maths

Visual
Comm

Art

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

OTHER
CHOICES
VET
Multimedia

Information
Technology

VET
Multimedia

Business
Management

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Ag Scientist

Agricultural Scientist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Chemistry

Environmental
Science

Biology

12

English

Further
Maths

Maths
Methods

Chemistry

Environmental
Science

Geography

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Architect

Architect
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

General
Maths

Maths
Methods

Visual
Comm

Art

Physics

12

English

Further
Maths

Maths
Methods

Visual
Comm

Art

History

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Auto Mechanic

Automotive Mechanic
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Systems
Engineering

Information
Technology

English

Further
Maths

Systems
Engineering

Information
Technology

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
VET
Automotive
VET
Automotive

Business
Management
Physical
Education

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Beauty Therapist

Beauty Therapist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Health &
Human
Development

Biology

English

Health &
Human
Development

Biology

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Studio
Art

VET
Beauty

Business
Management

Studio
Art

VET
Beauty

Chemistry

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Carpenter

Carpenter
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths

Design
Technology

Visual
Comm

VET
Building &
Construction

Business
Management

Further
Maths

Design
Technology

Visual
Comm

VET
Building &
Construction

Information
Technology

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Chef

Chef
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Food
Technology

English

Further
Maths

Food
Technology

12

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Art

VET
Hospitality

Business
Management

Art

VET
Hospitality

Accounting

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Childcare Worker

Childcare Worker
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Health &
Human
Dev
Health &
Human
Dev

Psychology

Food
Technology

Psychology

Food
Technology

VET
Community
Services
VET
Community
Services

Business
Management
Art

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Chiropractor

Chiropractor
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths
Further
Maths

Biology

Biology

Chemistry

Chemistry

Physical
Education

Psychology

Physical
Education

Health &
Human
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Civil Engineer

Civil Engineer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Physics

Design
Technology

VET
Engineering

Physics

Design
Technology

Visual
Comm

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Dentist

Dentist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Chemistry

Biology

Physics

12

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Chemistry

Biology

Health & Human
Development

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Dietitian

Dietitian
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

English

Further
Maths

12

Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Chemistry

Chemistry

Biology

Food
Technology

Physics

Biology

Food
Technology

Physical
Education

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Economist

Economist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Accounting

Economics

Legal
Studies

12

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Accounting

Economics

Business
Management

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Electrical Engineer
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

12

Electrical Engineer
Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Physics

VET
Engineering

Systems
Engineering

Physics

VET
Engineering

VET Electrotechnology

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Electrician

Electrician
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Maths
Methods

English

Further
Maths

Maths
Methods

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Physics

VET Electrotechnology

Business
Management

Physics

VET Electrotechnology

Design
Technology

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Enviro Engineer

Environmental Engineer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Chemistry

12

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Chemistry

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Outdoor
Environmental
Studies
Outdoor
Environmental
Studies

VET
Engineering
Biology

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Event Manager

Event Manager
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Food
Technology

Business
Management

Information
Technology

VET
Hospitality

English

Further
Maths

Food
Technology

Business
Management

Information
Technology

Visual
Comm

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Fashion Designer

Fashion Designer
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST DO

11

English

12

English

Double check
RECOMMENDED

Studio
Art

Visual
Comm

Art

Studio
Art

Visual
Comm

Art

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

OTHER
CHOICES
Media

Business
Management

Media

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

History

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Fitter & Turner

Fitter & Turner
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths

Visual
Comm

VET
Engineering

Systems
Engineering

Business
Management

Further
Maths

Visual
Comm

VET
Engineering

Systems
Engineering

Information
Technology

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Games Developer

Games Developer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Visual
Comm

Information
Technology

English

Further
Maths

Visual
Comm

Information
Technology

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Media

VET
Multimedia

Media

Business
Management

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Graphic Designer

Graphic Designer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

RECOMMENDED

English

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

OTHER
CHOICES

Art

Visual
Comm

Information
Technology

VET
Multimedia

Studio
Art

Art

Visual
Comm

Information
Technology

VET
Multimedia

Media

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Hairdresser

Hairdresser
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

Biology

Health &
Human
Development

Art

VET
Hairdressing

Business
Management

12

English

Biology

Health &
Human
Development

Art

VET
Hairdressing

Chemistry

RECOMMENDED

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Human Resource Manager
VCE Study Pathway

Human Resource
Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Psychology

Business
Management

Accounting

Legal
Studies

Geography

English

Further
Maths

Psychology

Business
Management

Accounting

Legal
Studies

Media

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Interior Designer

Interior Designer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Design &
Technology

English

Further
Maths

Design &
Technology

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Studio Art

Visual
Comm

Physics

Studio Art

Visual
Comm

Information
Technology

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Journalist

Journalist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths

English
Literature

Legal
Studies

Media

Further
Maths

English
Literature

Legal
Studies

Media

Australian
& Global
Politics
Geography

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Lawyer / Legal Clerk
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Legal
Studies

History

12

English

Legal
Studies

History

Lawyer / Legal Clerk
Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Australian
& Global
Politics
Australian
& Global
Politics

Psychology

Business
Management

Psychology

Economics

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Marketing Coord

Marketing Coordinator
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Visual
Comm

English

Further
Maths

Visual
Comm

12

Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Psychology

Psychology

Accounting

Business
Management

Accounting

Information
Technology

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Medical Practitioner
VCE Study Pathway

Medical Practitioner
Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Physics
Physics

Biology

Chemistry

Biology

Health &
Human
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Nurse

Nurse
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

12

English

Further
Maths

Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Health &
Human
Development
Health &
Human
Development

Biology

Psychology

Physical
Education

Biology

Psychology

Food
Technology

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Park Ranger

Park Ranger
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Outdoor
Environmental
Studies

English

Further
Maths

Outdoor
Environmental
Studies

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Chemistry

Environmental
Science

Biology

Chemistry

Environmental
Science

Geography

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Pharmacist

Pharmacist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Biology
Biology

Chemistry

Physics

Chemistry

Health & Human
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Photographer

Photographer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

Studio Art

Visual
Communication

Art

Media

VET Multimedia

12

English

Studio Art

Visual
Communication

Art

Media

Business
Management

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Physiotherapist

Physiotherapist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Physical
Education

Biology

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Physical
Education

Biology

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED

Physics
Chemistry

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Plumber

Plumber
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

Information
Technology

VET
Engineering

Design
Technology

Business
Management

English

Further
Maths

Information
Technology

VET
Engineering

Design
Technology

Geography

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Project Manager / Construction
VCE Study Pathway

Project Manager
Double check

YEAR

MUST
DO

OTHER
CHOICES

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Physics

Visual
Comm

VET
Engineering

12

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

Physics

Visual
Comm

Environmental
Science

RECOMMENDED

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Psychologist

Psychologist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths
Further
Maths

Psychology

Psychology

Biology

Health &
Human
Development

VET
Community
Services

Biology

Health &
Human
Development

Art

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Radiographer

Radiographer
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

English

Specialist
Maths

Maths
Methods

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Physics
Physics

Chemistry

Biology

Chemistry

Health & Human
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Social Worker / Youth Worker
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Legal
Studies

12

English

Legal
Studies

Social Worker
Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Health &
Human
Development
Health &
Human
Development

Physical
Education

Psychology

Physical
Education

Psychology

VET
Community
Services
Australian
& Global
Politics

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Stockbroker

Stockbroker
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

General
Maths

English

Further
Maths

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Economics
Economics

Accounting

Business
Management

Legal
Studies

Accounting

Business
Management

Information
Technology

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Teacher

Teacher
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths

History

Further
Maths

History

Biology

Biology

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

OTHER
CHOICES
Art

Art

Psychology
Information
Technology

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

Town Planner

Town Planner
VCE Study Pathway
YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

12

English

Double check
OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
General
Maths
Further
Maths

Economics
Economics

Geography
Geography

Outdoor
Environmental
Studies
Outdoor
Environmental
Studies

Physics
Environmental
Science

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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Visual Artist

Visual Artist
VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

YEAR

MUST
DO

11

English

Studio
Art

Visual
Comm

English

Studio
Art

Visual
Comm

12

OTHER
CHOICES

RECOMMENDED
Art

VET
Multimedia

Business
Management

Art

VET
Multimedia

Media

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27

VCE Study Pathway

Double check

BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCE requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VCE Unit Descriptions (page 27)

P27
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VCE Unit
Descriptions

Accounting
Art
Biology
Business Management
Chemistry
Computing Studies
Design & Technology
English / EAL
English Language
Environmental Science
Food Studies
Health & Human Development
History
Legal Studies
Literature
Mathematics
Media
Music Performance
Outdoor & Environmental Studies
Physical Education
Physics
Psychology
Sociology
Studio Art
Systems Engineering
Theatre Studies
Visual Communication

37
43
33
38
33
42
42
28
28
34
43
29
38
39
29
31
44
44
30
32
36
35
40
46
41
47
45

THE VCAA WEBSITE HAS MORE DETAILS ABOUT VCE STUDIES, INCLUDING:
• past and sample exams
• study designs
• assessment advice
• teacher support materials

HT TP://WWW.VCAA.VIC.EDU.AU/VCE/STUDIES/
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English / EAL

ENGLISH KLD

English / EAL

English focuses on how English language is used to create meaning in written, spoken and multimodal texts of
varying complexity.
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

EN12

EN22

EN34

EN34

In this unit, students read
and respond to texts
analytically and creatively.
They analyse arguments
and the use of persuasive
language in texts and create
their own texts intended
to position audiences.
Students develop their skills
in creating written, spoken
and multimodal texts.

In this unit students compare
the presentation of ideas,
issues and themes in texts.
They analyse arguments
presented and the use of
persuasive language in
texts and create their own
texts intended to position
audiences. Students develop
their skills in creating written,
spoken and multimodal texts.

In this unit students read
and respond to texts
analytically and creatively.
They analyse arguments
and the use of persuasive
language in texts.

In this unit students
compare the presentation
of ideas, issues and themes
in texts. They create an oral
presentation intended to
position audiences about an
issue currently debated in
the media.

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

• Reading and creating texts
• Analysing and presenting
argument

• Reading and comparing
texts
• Analysing and presenting
argument

AREAS STUDIED
• Reading and creating texts
• Analysing argument
• Listening to texts
(EAL only)

AREAS STUDIED
• Reading and comparing
texts
• Presenting argument

English Language

ENGLISH KLD

English Language

English Language explores the ways in which language is used by individuals and groups and reflects our thinking
and values. Learning about language helps us to understand ourselves, the groups with which we identify and the
society we inhabit.
Unit 1 Language and
Communication

Unit 2 Language
Change

EL1

EL2

Language is an essential
aspect of human behaviour
and the means by which
individuals relate to the world,
to each other and to the
communities of which they are
members. In this unit, students
consider the way language
is organised so that its users
have the means to make
sense of their experiences
and to interact with others.
Students explore the various
functions of language and
the nature of language as an
elaborate system of signs. The
relationship between speech
and writing as the dominant
modes of language and the
impact of situational and
cultural contexts on language
choices are also considered.
Students investigate children’s
ability to acquire language
and the stages of language
acquisition across a range of
subsystems.

In this unit, students
focus on language
change. Languages
are dynamic and
language change is
an inevitable and a
continuous process.
Students consider
factors contributing to
change over time in the
English language and
factors contributing to
the spread of English.
They explore texts from
the past and from the
present, considering
how all subsystems of
the language system are
affected – phonetics and
phonology, morphology
and lexicology, syntax,
discourse and semantics.
Attitudes to language
change vary considerably
and these are also
considered.

AREAS STUDIED

• English across time
• Englishes in contact.

• The nature and function of
language
• Language acquisition.
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AREAS STUDIED

Unit 3 Language
Variation
& Social
Purpose

Unit 4 Language Variation &
Identity
EL4

EL3

In this unit,
students investigate
English language
in contemporary
Australian social
settings, along
a continuum of
informal and formal
registers. They
consider language
as a means of social
interaction, exploring
how through written
and spoken texts
we communicate
information, ideas,
attitudes, prejudices
and ideological
stances.

AREAS STUDIED
• Informal language
• Formal language.

In this unit, students focus
on the role of language in
establishing and challenging
different identities. There are
many varieties of English used in
contemporary Australian society,
including national, regional,
cultural and social variations.
Standard Australian English is the
variety that is granted prestige in
contemporary Australian society
and it has a role in establishing
national identity. However,
non-Standard English varieties
also play a role in constructing
users’ social and cultural
identities. Students examine a
range of texts to explore the
ways different identities are
constructed. These texts include
extracts from novels, films or
television programs, poetry,
letters and emails, transcripts
of spoken interaction, songs,
advertisements, speeches
and bureaucratic or official
documents.

AREAS STUDIED
• Language variation in Australian society
• Individual and group identities.
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Literature

ENGLISH KLD

Literature

Literature focuses on the meaning derived from texts, the relationship between texts, the contexts in
which texts are produced and read, and the experiences the reader brings to the texts.
Unit 1 Approaches
to Literature

Unit 2 Context and
connections

Unit 3 Form and
transformation

Unit 4 Interpreting texts

LI12

LI22

LI33

Students focus on the
ways in which the
interaction between
text and reader
creates meaning.
Students respond
critically, creatively
and reflectively to the
ideas and concerns of
texts and gain insights
into how texts function
as representations of
human experience.
They develop an
awareness of how
the views and values
that readers hold may
influence the reading of
a text.

In this unit students explore
the ways literary texts
connect with each other
and with the world. They
deepen their examination of
the ways their own culture
and the cultures represented
in texts can influence their
interpretations and shape
different meanings. Students
consider the relationships
between authors, audiences
and contexts. Ideas,
language and structures of
different texts from past
and present eras and/or
cultures are compared and
contrasted.

In this unit, students
consider how the form of
a text affects meaning,
and how writers construct
their texts. They investigate
ways writers adapt and
transform texts and how
meaning is affected as
texts are adapted and
transformed. They consider
how the perspectives of
those adapting texts may
inform or influence the
adaptations. Students
draw on their study
of adaptations and
transformations to develop
creative responses to texts.

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

In this unit, students develop
critical and analytic responses
to texts. They consider the
context of their responses
to texts as well as the ideas
explored in the texts, the style
of the language and points of
view. They investigate literary
criticism informing both the
reading and writing of texts.
Students develop an informed
and sustained interpretation
supported by close textual
analysis. For the purposes of
this unit, literary criticism is
characterised by extended,
informed and substantiated
views on texts and may include
reviews, peer-reviewed articles
and transcripts of speeches.

• The text, the reader and
their contexts
• Exploring connections
between texts

• Adaptations and transformations
• Creative responses to
texts

• Reading practices
• Ideas and concerns
in texts

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION KLD

Health & Human Development

LI34

AREAS STUDIED
• Lierary perspectives
• Close analysisponses to texts
and close analysis of texts.

Health & Human
Development

If you want to be a teacher in the Health or Physical Education
area, work in health promotion, be a Nurse, Medical Practioner,
Dietician, Childcare or Welfare worker, Health Development
1-4 is highly recommended. These units are also beneficial if you are working in any aspect of the food and health
sector. It is recommended that students undertake units 1 and 2 Health and Human Development prior to studying Units 3 and 4.
Unit 1 Understanding
health ans wellbeing

Unit 2 Managing health
and develeopment

H&HD1

H&HD2

This unit looks at health
and wellbeing as a concept
with varied and evolving
perspectives and definitions.

This unit investigates
transitions in health and
wellbeing, and development,
from lifespan and societal
perspectives. Students look
at changes and expectations
that are part of the
progression from youth to
adulthood.

In this unit students identify
personal perspectives and
priorities relating to health and
wellbeing, and enquire into
factors that influence health
attitudes, beliefs and practices,
including among Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders. Students
look at multiple dimensions
of health and wellbeing, the
complex interplay of influences
on health and wellbeing and
the indicators used to measure
and evaluate health status.
With a focus on youth, students
consider their own health as
individuals and as a cohort

Students enquire into the
Australian healthcare system
and extend their capacity
to access and analyse
health information. They
investigate the challenges
and opportunities presented
by digital media and health
technologies, and consider
issues surrounding the use
of health data and access to
quality health care.
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Unit 3 Australia’s
health in a
globalised world
H&HD3

This unit looks at health,
wellbeing and illness
as multidimensional,
dynamic and subject to
different interpretations
and contexts. Students
begin to explore health
and wellbeing as a global
concept and to take a
broader approach to
inquiry.

AREAS STUDIED
• health status of Australians
• public health approaches
and the interdependence of different health
models
• Australian health system

Unit 4 Health and
human
development in
a global context
H&HD4

This unit examines health
and wellbeing, and
human development in a
global context. Students
use data to investigate
health status and burden
of disease in different
countries, exploring
factors that contribute
to health inequalities
between and within
countries, including
the physical, social and
economic conditions in
which people live.
Students look at global
action to improve health
and wellbeing and human
development.
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION KLD

Outdoor & Environmental Studies

Outdoor Enviro

Outdoor Environmental Studies provides is a combination of both practical and theory with provides students with
the means to develop understanding and knowledge of natural environments.
Students are expected to attend overnight camps throughout the year. Total cost is approximately $300.00 for Year
11 students and $400.00 for Year 12 students.
PATHWAY INTERESTS

Future pathway interests for students completing Outdoor and Environmental Studies include: outdoor or environmental educator, park ranger, ecotourism or adventure-tourism worker, natural-science work (field or lab-based
positions), land and resource management roles (Parks, DELWP, CMA’s), environmental/adventure activity programs.
Unit 1 Exploring
Outdoor
Experiences

Unit 2 Discovering
Outdoor
Environments

Unit 3 Relationships
with Outdoor
Environments

Unit 4 Sustainable
Outdoor
Relationships

OES12

OES12

OES34

OES34

This unit examines some
of the ways in which
humans understand and
relate to nature through
experiences of outdoor
environments. The focus
is on individuals and their
personal responses to, and
experiences of, outdoor
environments.

This unit focuses on the
characteristics of outdoor
environments and different
ways of understanding
them, as well as the impact
of humans on outdoor
environments. In this unit
students study the impact
of nature on humans, and
the ecological, social and
economic implications of
the impact of humans on
outdoor environments.

The focus of this unit is
the ecological, historical
and social contexts of
relationships between
humans and outdoor
environments in Australia.
Case studies of a range
of impacts on outdoor
environments are examined
in the context of the
changing nature of human
relationships with outdoor
environments in Australia.

Students develop a clear
understanding of the
impact of technologies and
changing human lifestyles
on outdoor environments.
Students examine a number
of case studies of specific
outdoor environments,
including areas where
there is evidence of human
intervention.

Students consider a number
of factors that influence
relationships with outdoor
environments. They also
examine the dynamic
nature of relationships
between humans and their
environment. Students are
involved in one or more
experiences in outdoor
environments, including
in areas where there
is evidence of human
interaction.

In this unit students explore
the sustainable use and
management of outdoor
environments. They
examine the contemporary
state of environments in
Australia, consider the
importance of healthy
outdoor environments, and
examine the issues relating
to the capacity of outdoor
environments to support
the future needs of the
Australian population.

Students are provided with
the opportunity to explore
the many ways in which
nature is understood and
perceived. Students develop
a clear understanding of
the range of motivations
for interacting with
outdoor environments
and the factors that affect
an individual’s access to
outdoor experiences and
relationships with outdoor
environments.

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

• Motivations for outdoor
experiences

• Investigating outdoor environments
• Impacts on outdoor environments

• Influences on outdoor
experiences
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AREAS STUDIED
• Historical relationships with
outdoor environments
• Relationships with Australian
environments since 1990

Students examine the
importance of developing
a balance between
human needs and the
conservation of outdoor
environments and
consider the skills needed
to be environmentally
responsible citizens.
They investigate current
acts and conventions
as well as management
strategies for achieving and
maintaining healthy and
sustainable environments
in contemporary Australian
society.

AREAS STUDIED
• Healthy outdoor environments
• Sustainable outdoor environments
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Mathematics

MATHEMATIC S KLD

Mathematics
Foundation
Mathematics
Year 11

General
Mathematics
Year 11

Mathematical
Methods
Year 11

Specialist
Mathematics
Year 11

MA12

GM12

MM12

SM12

In Foundation Mathematics
there is a strong emphasis
on using Maths in everyday
life for personal use, work
and study.

General Mathematics is for
a wide range of students
interested in a wide range
of careers such as Trades,
Retail, Business, Office,
Health science or Technical
careers.

Mathematical Methods is
taken in partnership with
Specialist Mathematics
in Year 11, and leads to
any Mathematic subject
in Year 12. It is especially
suited to students who
are considering university.
This is a good combination
for students who like
mathematics and want to
keep their options open.
A Graphics Calculator is
required.

Specialist Mathematics is
taken in partnership with
Mathematical Methods
in Year 11, and leads to
any Mathematics subject
in Year 12. It is especially
suited to students who
are considering university.
This is a good combination
for students who like
mathematics and want to
keep their options open. A
CAS Graphics Calculator is
required.

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

• Algebra
• Functions and graphs
• Probability & statistics
• Calculus

• Algebra & structure
• Arithmetic & number
• Discrete mathematics
• Geometry, measurement
and trigonometry
• Graphs of linear and nonlinear relations
• Statistics

Students completing this
course can study Year 11
General Maths the following
year.
VCE Foundation maths leads
to General Maths but not a
Year 12 Maths course.

AREAS STUDIED
• Space and design
• Patterns and number
• Data
• Measurement

A CAS Graphics Calculator
is required, General
Mathematics leads to
Further Mathematics in
Year 12.

AREAS STUDIED
• Statistics
• Algebra & structure
• Arithmetic & number
• Discrete mathematics
• Geometry, measurement
& trigonometry
• Graphs and linear and
non-linear relations

YEAR 12

YEAR 11

Specialist Maths
Maths Methods

Specialist Maths
Maths Methods

Maths Methods

General Maths

Further Maths

Students are advised to consult career teachers,
career guides, and current maths teachers before
they choose their maths subjects.
Remember that Maths opens many doors.

Foundation Maths

Further Mathematics Year 12

Mathematical Methods Year 12

Specialist Mathematics Year 12

FM34

MM34

SM34

Further Mathematics is a
comprehensive, general purpose
mathematics unit for Business, Retail,
Trade, Office, or Health science
careers. A CAS Graphics Calculator is
compulsory.

Mathematical Methods can be taken
alone, or with Further Mathematics or
Specialist Mathematics. It is an algebra
based maths unit which is needed for
many science, business or computer
university courses.

Students undertaking Further Maths
must have SUCCESSFULLY completed
General Mathematics.

Students undertaking Mathematical
Methods Year 12 must have
SUCCESSFULLY completed
Mathematical Methods Year 11. A CAS
Graphics Calculator is compulsory.

Specialist Mathematics must be taken
with Mathematical Methods Year 12.
It is a calculus based maths unit which
is need for many applied science
and engineering courses. Students
undertaking Specialist Mathematics
must have SUCCESSFULLY completed
Mathematical Methods Year 11 and
Specialist Mathematics Year 11. A CAS
Graphics Calculator is compulsory.

AREAS STUDIED
• Data analysis
• Recursion and financial modelling
• Matrices
• Networks & decision mathematics
• Geometry & measurement
• Graphs & relations
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AREAS STUDIED
• Algebra
• Calculus
• Functions & graphs
• Probability & statistics

AREAS STUDIED
• Algebra
• Calculus
• Vectors
• Function and graphs
• Probability & statistics
• Mechanics
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Physical Education

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION KLD

Physical Education

If you want to complete a Physical Education/Human Movement/Exercise Science degree or work in the Sport
and Recreation industry Physical Education 1-4 is highly recommended. These units are also beneficial if you are
interested in a career in Nursing, Physiotherapy etc. It is recommended that students undertake Unit 2 Physical
Education prior to studying Unit 3 and 4.
Unit 1 Bodies in Motion
PE1

In this area of study
students examine the
musculoskeletal system of
the human body and how
the muscles and bones
work together to produce
movement.
Through practical activities,
students explore the
relationships between the
body systems and physical
activity, sport and exercise,
and how the systems adapt
and adjust to the demands
of the activity.
Students evaluate the social,
cultural and environmental
influences on movement.
They consider the
implications of the use of
legal and illegal practices to
improve the performance
of the musculoskeletal and
cardiorespiratory systems,
evaluating perceived
benefits and describing
potential harms.
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Unit 2 Sports coaching
& physically
active lifestyles

Unit 3 Physical
education

Unit 4 Physical
education

PE2

PE3

PE4

This unit introduces
students to the
biomechanical and skill
acquisition principles
used to analyse human
movement skills and
energy production from a
physiological perspective.

In this unit students analyse
movement skills from a
physiological, psychological
and sociocultural
perspective and apply
relevant training methods
and principles to improve
performance. Students
analyse skill frequencies,
movement patterns, heart
rates and work to rest
ratios to determine the
requirements of an activity.

This unit develops students’
understanding of physical
activity, sport and society
from a participatory
perspective. Students
are introduced to types
of physical activity and
the role participation
in physical activity and
sedentary behaviour plays
in their own health and
wellbeing as well as in other
people’s lives in different
population groups.
Students investigate how
participation in physical
activity varies across the
lifespan. They explore
a range of factors that
influence and facilitate
participation in regular
physical activity.
Students apply various
methods to assess physical
activity and sedentary
behaviour levels at the
individual and population
level.

Students learn about the
three energy systems
and how each system
contributes to performance.
The relative contribution
and interplay of these
systems is investigated.
The causes of fatigue
are explored and some
strategies to promote
recovery are also
investigated.
A variety of methods
are used to determine
the required knowledge.
Including a range of
practical activities,
investigative activities and
analysis.

Students will participate in
a variety of training sessions
using a variety of training
methods. They will consider
the manner in which
fitness can be improved
through the application
of appropriate training
methods and principles.
Students shall design and
evaluate training programs
to enhance different fitness
components.
Students will explore
and explain the chronic
adaptations to the
cardiovascular, respiratory
and muscular systems in
response to training.
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Biology

SCIENCE KLD

Biology

Biology is the key to understanding the natural world and the place of every living thing within it. Not only does
biology help us to understand the natural world, it also ventures into the realm of biotechnology which has been
the basis of research advances in genetics, organ transplants, conservation strategies and treatments for disease.
It is recommended that students undertake Units 1 and 2 before they begin Units 3 and 4.
Unit 1 How do living
things stay alive?
BI11

Students examine the cell as
the structural and functional
unit of life and the
requirements for sustaining
cellular processes in terms of
inputs and outputs.

AREAS STUDIED
• Structure and functioning
of cells and how the plasma membrane contributes
to survival
• Structural, physiological
and behavioural adaptations of organisms that
enable them to survive in a
particular habitat
• Students design and conduct a practical investigation into the survival of an
individual or a species

Unit 2 How is
continuity of
life maintained?

Unit 3 How do cells
maintain life?

BI12

Students investigate the
workings of the cell from
several perspectives.

Students focus on
DNA replication
and transmission of
biological information
from generation to
generation including cell
reproduction and cell
division.

AREAS STUDIED
• Consider the need for
the cells of multicellular
organisms to multiply
for growth, repair and
replacement
• Nature of genes and the
use of genetic language
• Investigation of an issue
involving reproduction
and/or inheritance.

BI33

Looking closely at molecular
interactions and cellular
processes.

AREAS STUDIED
• How do cellular processes
work?
• Examine chemical nature
of the plasma membrane.
• Investigating DNA and
gene regulation.
• How do cells communicate?
• Applying stimulus response models to explain
how communication
occurs.

Unit 4 How does life
change and
respond to
challenges over
time?
BI34

Investigate continual change
and challenges to life on
Earth.

AREAS STUDIED
How are species related?
• Focus on changes to
genetic material over
time, and the evidence of
biological evolution.
How do humans impact on
biological processes?
• Examine the impact of
human culture and technological applications on
biological processes.

Chemistry

SCIENCE KLD

Chemistry

Chemistry is a key science in explaining the workings of our universe through an understanding of the properties and interaction of substances that make up matter. If you intend following a career in, for instance, nursing,
forensic science, engineering, medicine, pharmacy, agricultural science, horticulture, sports science, environmental
studies, agriculture, biomedical sciences; then Chemistry is an essential element.
The study of Chemistry allows you to relate many chemical concepts to everyday events while providing a strong
base for further studies in the sciences.
Unit 1 How can the
diversity of
materials be
explained?CH12

Unit 2 What makes
water such
a unique
chemical?CH12

Unit 3 How can chemical
processes
be designed
to optimise
efficiency?

Unit 4 How are organic
compounds
categorised,
analysed and used?

CH12

CH12

This unit focuses on the
chemical properties of a range
of materials form metals and
salts to polymers. A study of
the periodic table of elements
and electronic structure is used
to develop an understanding
of the types of bonding and
structures in the materials
investigated. An introduction
to quantitative concepts will
also be undertaken to help
determine the composition of
substances.

This unit focuses on the
properties of water and
the reactions that take
place in water including
acid-base and redox
reactions. Students are
introduced to the principles
of stoichiometry and the
analytical techniques used
to measure solubility and
concentration of solutes.
There is also a strong
emphasis on environmental
chemistry.

CH34

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

This unit examines the ways
in which organic structures
are represented and named.
Students consider the nature
of the reactions involved to
predict the products of reaction
pathways to produce particular
compounds from given starting
materials. An investigation into
key food molecules through an
exploration of their chemical
structures is also undertaken. In
particular, the role of enzymes
and coenzymes in facilitating
chemical reactions is explored.

• How can knowledge of elements explain the properties
of matter
• How can the versatility of
non-metals be explained
• Research investigation.

• How do substances interact with water
• How are substances in
water measured and
analysed
• Practical investigation

• What are the options for
energy production?
• How can the yield of a
chemical product be optimised?
• Practical investigation
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This unit allows students to
compare different chemical
energy resources, including
fossil fuels, biofuels, galvanic
cells and fuel cells. They
also investigate the design
and operating principles of
galvanic cells, fuel cells and
electrolytic cells. Students
analyse manufacturing
processes with reference to
the factors that influence their
reaction rates and extent.

CH34

AREAS STUDIED
• How can the diversity of carbon compounds be explained
and categorised?
• What is the chemistry of
food?
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SCIENCE KLD

Environmental Science

Enviro Science

Environmental science is an interdisciplinary science that explores the interactions and interconnectedness between
humans and their environments and analyses the functions of both living and non-living elements that sustain Earth
systems. How are Earth’s systems connected?
Unit 1 How are Earth’s
systems
connected?

Unit 2 How can pollution
be managed?

ES1

In this unit students explore
the concept of pollution and
associated impacts on Earth’s
four systems through global,
national and local perspectives. They distinguish between wastes, contaminants
and pollutants and examine
the characteristics, measurement and management of
pollution. They analyse the
effects of pollutants on the
health of humans and the
environment over time. Students consider the rules for
use, treatment and disposal
of pollutants and evaluate
the different perspectives
of those who are affected
by pollutants. They explore
the significance of technology, government initiatives,
communities and individuals
in redressing the effects of
pollutants, and consider how
values, beliefs and evidence
affect environmental decision
making.

In this unit students examine
Earth as a set of four interacting systems: the atmosphere,
biosphere, hydrosphere
and lithosphere. Students
apply a systems perspective
when exploring the physical
requirements for life in terms
of inputs and outputs, and
consider the effects of natural
and human-induced changes
in ecosystems. They investigate the physical environment and its components,
the function of local ecosystems and the interactions
that occur in and between
ecological components over
different timescales. Students
consider how the biotic and
abiotic components of local
ecosystems can be monitored
and measured.

AREAS STUDIED
• How is life sustained on
Earth?
• How is Earth a dynamic
system?
• Practical investigation
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ES2

AREAS STUDIED
• When does pollution become a hazard?
• What makes pollution management so complex?
• Case study

Unit 3 How can
biodiversity and
development be
sustained?

Unit 4 How can the
impacts of human
energy use be
reduced?

ES3

ES4

In this unit students focus on
environmental management
through the examination and
application of sustainability
principles. They explore the
value and management of
the biosphere by examining
the concept of biodiversity
and the services provided to
all living things. They analyse
the processes that threaten
biodiversity and apply
scientific

In this unit students analyse
the social and environmental
impacts of energy production
and use on society and the
environment. They explore
the complexities of interacting systems of water, air, land
and living organisms that
influence climate, focusing on
both local and global scales,
and consider long-term
consequences of energy production and use. Students examine scientific concepts and
principles associated with
energy, compare efficiencies of the use of renewable
and non-renewable energy
resources, and consider how
science can be used to
reduce the impacts of energy
production and use. They
distinguish between natural
and enhanced greenhouse
effects and discuss their
impacts on living things and
the environment, including
climate change.

principles in evaluating biodiversity management strategies for a selected threatened
endemic species. Students
use a selected environmental science case study with
reference to the principles of
sustainability and environmental management to
explore management at an
Earth systems scale, including
impact on the atmosphere,
biosphere, hydrosphere and
lithosphere

AREAS STUDIED
• Is maintaining biodiversity
worth a sustained effort?
• Is development sustainable?

AREAS STUDIED
• What is a sustainable mix of
energy sources?
• Is climate predictable?
• Practical investigation
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Psychology

SCIENCE KLD

Psychology
As a science, Psychology aims to describe, explain and
predict thoughts, feelings and behaviour. Through the
use of research methods you will be able to develop
skills in analytical and critical thinking. These skills enable
students to gain an understanding of themselves, and
their relationships with others in the society.

The skills taught include the ability to:

• Investigate and inquire scientifically
• Apply psychological understandings
• Communicate psychological information and understandings.

Unit 1 How are behaviour
and mental
processes
shaped?

Unit 2 How do external
factors influence
behaviour and
mental processes?

Unit 3 How does
experience affect
behaviour and
mental processes?

Unit 4 How is wellbeing
developed and
maintained?

PY11

PY22

PY33

Students investigate the
structure and functioning
of the human brain and
central nervous system.
Psychological models and
theories used to predict and
explain the development
of thoughts, feelings and
behaviours are investigated.

Students investigate how
perception of stimuli enables
a person to interact with
the world around them
and how their perception
of stimuli can be distorted.
Students explore a variety of
factors and contexts that can
influence the behaviour of an
individual and groups.

Students examine both
macro-level and micro-level
functioning of the nervous
system to explain how the
human nervous system
enables a person to interact
with the world around
them. Stress, psychological
functioning and management
of stress are investigated.
Memory and learning are
further examined, specifically
the acquisition of knowledge
and improvement of
memory.

Students examine levels of
consciousness and its effects
on mental processes and
behaviour. They consider the
role of sleep and the impact
that sleep disturbances
may have on a person’s
functioning. Mental health
continuum is investigated,
and a biopsychosocial
approach used to analyse
mental health and disorder.

AREAS STUDIED:
• How does the brain
function: Understanding
human brain structure and
function
• Psychological development:
investigating interactions
between biological,
psychological and social
factors
• Research investigation:
Student-directed research
investigation

AREAS STUDIED:
• Perception: Understanding
vision and taste
• Memory and learning:
models of memory and
learning; the storage and
retention of information in
memory
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AREAS STUDIED:
• Nervous system: the central
and peripheral nervous
systems
• Memory and learning: the
neural basis of memory
and learning and examine
factors that influence the
learning of new behaviours
• Practical investigation: A
student practical investigation related to mental
processes and psychological
functioning

PY44

AREAS STUDIED:
• Consciousness: states of
consciousness and the relationship between consciousness and thoughts, feelings
and behaviours
• Mental wellbeing: investigating mental health and
disorder
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Physics

SCIENCE KLD

Physics

Physics is a study of the world around you. Key areas include the study of motion, and the laws which govern all
moving objects, whether it be a car, a plane or a high speed electron. Physics also explores the interrelationship
between electricity and magnetism, and we investigate modern concepts such as Einstein’s Special Theory of
Relativity, and the Australian Synchrotron in Melbourne.
This sequence is not generally available to students in Year 10. Unit 3 and 4 can generally only be undertaken after
successful completion of Unit 1 and 2.
Unit 1

Unit 2

Unit 3

Unit 4

PH12

PH12

PH34

PH34

In unit 1 we begin with the
study of Thermodynamics
as this informs us of the
science about the climate
change debate. This is
followed by the topic of
Electricity, in which we
become can analyse any
circuit as containing ‘series’
or ‘parallel’ components.
Connections are made
with household wiring and
basic control circuits in
appliances. Finally, students
explore the Big Bang theory
and how it contributes
to the science of Nuclear
Physics and research that
is conducted using particle
accelerators such as the
Synchrotron in Melbourne.

In this unit students will
develop the understanding
of Newtonian Physics and
how it applies to motion
and the action of Forces
on objects or in collisions.
Student then select from
a variety of scientific
prompts to investigate
a question of interest in
relation to stars, flight,
optics, medical radiation,
sound, human motion,
electrical transformers or
other Physics phenomena.
Finally, the students design
and carry out a practical
investigation in relation
to the topic of motion or
electricity and present their
findings in a poster format.

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

In this unit, students
explore the use of wave and
particle theories to model
the properties of light and
matter. They examine how
the concept of the wave is
used to explain the nature
of light and explore its
limitations in describing
light behaviour. Students
further investigate light
by using a particle model
to explain its behaviour. A
wave model is also used
to explain the behaviour
of matter which enables
students to consider the
relationship between light
and matter. The quantum
nature of light, and wave
nature of moving mass, is
established.

• Thermodynamics
• Global warming and
cooling
• Electricity basics
• Series and parallel circuits
• Big bang
• Atoms, isotopes and radioisotopes.
• Fission and Fusion

• Newtons Laws of motion
• Conservation of Energy
and momentum
• Spring, gravitational and
kinetic energy
• Individual Theory investigation
• Individual Practical investigation

In this unit students explore
the importance of energy in
explaining and describing
the physical world. They
examine the production
of electricity and its
delivery to homes. Students
consider the field model
as a construct that has
enabled an understanding
of why objects move when
they are not apparently in
contact with other objects.
Applications of concepts
related to fields include the
transmission of electricity
over large distances and
the design and operation of
particle accelerators. They
explore the interactions,
effects and applications of
gravitational, electric and
magnetic fields. Students
use Newton’s laws to
investigate motion in one
and two dimensions, and
are introduced to Einstein’s
theories to explain the
motion of very fast objects.
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HUMANITIES KLD

Accounting

Accounting

Accounting is a commerce subject. It is the process of recording, reporting, analysing and interpreting financial data
and accounting information which is then communicated to internal and external users of this information. It plays
an integral role in the successful operation and management of businesses.
VCE Accounting focuses on small business. Students study both theoretical and practical aspects of accounting.
Students will use both manual and Information technology (ICT) record, report and analyse financial information.
Unit 1 begins with a small service business, allowing students to develop knowledge and skills in accounting
without the complexities of accounting for trading businesses or large organisations.
Units 2, 3 and 4 then focus on a single activity trading business where students build on and extend their accounting skills.
Many students who study VCE Accounting will go on to further studies and careers in business and finance. Many
students who peruse other areas of study and careers will also find accounting useful in their future careers.
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Business

HUMANITIES KLD

Business Management

Business management examines the ways in which people at various levels within a business organisation manage
resources effectively to achieve the organisation’s objectives. This is valuable study for anyone thinking of running
their own business in the future, or wanting to have a managerial position within a business, as well as those who
wish to gain entry into a Business Degree course.
Unit 1 Planning a
Business

Unit 2 Establishing a
Business

Unit 3 Managing a
Business

Unit 4 Transforming a
Business

BM1

BM2

BM3

BM4

This unit explores
some of the issues that
need to be considered
before a business can be
established.

This unit focuses on the
establishment phase of a
business’s life.

In this unit students
explore the key processes
and issues concerned
with managing a business
efficiently and effectively
to achieve the business
objectives.

Businesses are under constant
pressure to adapt and change to
meet their objectives. In this unit
students consider the importance
of reviewing key performance
indicators to determine current
performance and the strategic
management necessary to
position a business for the future.

AREAS STUDIED
• Reasons why business
ideas are created and
developed
• The ways in which various environments, both
internal and external
of the business, can
impact on the decisions
made when planning a
business

AREAS STUDIED
• Students examine the
legal requirements that
must be satisfied to
establish a business
• They investigate the
essential features of
effective marketing and
consider the best way
to meet the needs of
the business in terms of
staffing and financial
record keeping
• Students analyse various
management practices in
this area by applying this
knowledge to contemporary business case
studies from the past
four years

AREAS STUDIED
• Students examine the
different types of businesses and their respective objectives
• They consider corporate
culture, management
styles, management skills
and the relationship
between each of these
• Students investigate
strategies to manage
both staff and business operations to meet
objectives

AREAS STUDIED
• Students study a theoretical
model to undertake change, and
consider a variety of strategies
to manage change in the most
efficient and effective way to
improve business performance
They investigate the importance
of leadership in change
management
• Using a contemporary business
case study from the past four
years, students evaluate business
practice against theory

History

HUMANITIES KLD

History

History is the study of real situations from the past so that we can develop an understanding of issues in our own
times. You might study tyrants, rebels or ordinary people who have shaped ideas and events that have changed
the world. The knowledge gained and the skills developed through studying History can be applied in a variety of
other subjects eg Politics, Legal Studies and English.
Unit 1 and 2 history subjects will equip students with a sound knowledge base and the necessary skills for a unit 3
and 4 History in year 12.
Unit 1 20th Century History
1918-1939

Unit 2 20th Century
History

Unit 3/4 Revolutions

HI1

HI2

20th Century History gives you
an insight into how our world
and lives have changed through
significant people and events.

20th Century History gives
you an insight into how
our world and lives have
changed through significant
people and events.

These units explore the history of both the French and
American revolutions. The study of these revolutions will
help you understand the causes, processes and patterns
in violent and radical change in societies.

AREAS STUDIED
• Ideology and Conflict: The
treaties of WW1
• Changes in social life in the
20thcentury
• The dominant ideologies of
the 20th century
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AREAS STUDIED
• Ideas and political power
− The Cold War and
Vietnam
• Social movements − Global Civil Rights Movement

HI4

AREAS STUDIED
• The role of ideas, leaders, movements and events in the
development of the French and American revolution
• Creating a new society in France and America
• The role of ideas, leaders, movements and events in the
development of the French and American revolution
(1905-October 1917)
• Creating a new society in France and America
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Legal Studies

HUMANITIES KLD

Legal Studies

Legal studies examines the processes of law-making, dispute resolution and the administration of
justice in Australia.
Unit 1 Guilt & Liability

Unit 2 Sanctions, Remedies & Rights

LS1

LS2

Students investigate key concepts of criminal law and civil
law and apply these to actual and/or hypothetical scenarios
to determine whether an accused may be found guilty of
a crime, or liable in a civil dispute. In doing so, students
develop an appreciation of the way in which legal principles
and information are used in making reasoned judgments
and conclusions about the culpability of an accused, and the
liability of a party in a civil dispute.

This unit focuses on the enforcement of criminal law and
civil law, the methods and institutions that may be used to
determine a criminal case or resolve a civil dispute, and the
purposes and types of sanctions and remedies and their
effectiveness. Students undertake a detailed investigation
of two criminal cases and two civil cases from the past four
years to form a judgment about the ability of sanctions
and remedies to achieve the principles of justice. Students
develop their understanding of the way rights are protected
in Australia and in another country, and possible reforms to
the protection of rights. They examine a significant case in
relation to the protection of rights in Australia.

AREAS STUDIED
• Sources and types of law
• Assess the effectiveness of laws
• Purposes and key concepts of criminal law, and use legal
reasoning to argue the criminal culpability of an accused
based on actual and/or hypothetical scenarios
• Purposes and key concepts of civil law, and apply legal
reasoning to argue the liability of a party in civil law based
on actual and/or hypothetical scenarios.

AREAS STUDIED
• Key concepts in the determination of a criminal/Civil case
• Principles of justice in relation to the determination of
criminal/Civil cases
• Sanctions and sentencing approaches.

Unit 3 Rights & Justice

Unit 4 The People & The Law

LC3

LC4

In this unit students examine the methods and institutions
in the justice system and consider their appropriateness
in determining criminal cases and resolving civil disputes.
Students consider the Magistrates’ Court, County Court and
Supreme Court within the Victorian court hierarchy, as well
as other Victorian legal institutions and bodies available
to assist with cases. Students explore matters such as the
rights available to an accused and to victims in the criminal
justice system, the roles of the judge, jury, legal practitioners
and the parties, and the ability of sanctions and remedies
to achieve their purposes. Students investigate the extent
to which the principles of justice are upheld in the justice
system. They discuss recent reforms from the past four years
and recommended reforms to enhance the ability of the
justice system to achieve the principles of justice. Throughout
this unit, students apply legal reasoning and information to
actual and/or hypothetical scenarios.

In this unit, students explore how the Australian Constitution
establishes the law-making powers of the Commonwealth
and state parliaments, and protects the Australian people
through structures that act as a check on parliament in
law-making. Students develop an understanding of the
significance of the High Court in protecting and interpreting
the Australian Constitution. They investigate parliament and
the courts, and the relationship between the two in lawmaking, and consider the roles of the individual, the media
and law reform bodies in influencing law reform. Throughout
this unit, students apply legal reasoning and information to
actual scenarios.

AREAS STUDIED
• Explain the rights of the accused and of victims in the criminal justice system
• Discuss the means used to determine criminal cases
• Evaluate the ability of the criminal justice system to achieve
the principles of justice.
• On completion of this unit the student should be able to
analyse the factors to consider when initiating a civil claim
• Discuss the institutions and methods used to resolve civil
disputes
• Evaluate the ability of the civil justice system to achieve the
principles of justice.
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AREAS STUDIED
• Discuss the significance of High Court cases involving the
interpretation of the Australian Constitution
• Evaluate the ways in which the Australian Constitution acts
as a check on parliament in law-making.
• Discuss the factors that affect the ability of parliament and
courts to make law,
• Evaluate the ability of these law-makers to respond to the
need for law reform
• Analyse how individuals, the media and law reform bodies
can influence a change in the law
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Sociology

HUMANITIES KLD

Sociology

Sociology focuses on the study of human behaviour and social interaction to understand how societies are organised, develop and change. The study of VCE Sociology assists in the development of an appreciation of cultural
diversity, and in an understanding of human behaviour and social structures. Further, it directs students’ attention
to how the parts of society are interrelated, in addition to the causes and impacts of social change.
Unit 1 Youth & Family
SOC1

This unit uses sociological
methodology to explore
the social categories of
youth and adolescence
and the social institution of
family. Sociologists draw
on methods of science to
understand how and why
people behave the way
they do when they interact
in a group. Sociology
attempts to understand
human society from a
holistic point of view,
including consideration of
its composition, how it is
reproduced
over time and the
differences between
societies. When sociologists
investigate a topic, they
attempt to do so with a
reflective, critical mindset.
Sociologists are guided by
theories, or frameworks, to
explain
and analyse how social
action, social processes and
social structures work.

AREAS STUDIED
• Youth and the issues affecting them, including
discrimination, stereotyping and there consequence
• the experience of family
life and the changing role
of family members in
Australia compared with
family life in different
cultures
• the influences of key
demographic, cultural,
economic, technological
and social developments
on the ways people create
and experience family
life and on the place and
role of family as a social
institution
• issues concerning families
such as stereotyping
• the impact of government
policy on family, for example paid parental leave,
childcare benefits, carers’
payments, and Austudy.
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Unit 2 Social Norms:
breaking the code

Unit 3 Culture and
Ethnicity

SOC2

SOC3

In this unit students explore
the concepts of deviance
and crime. The study of
these concepts from a
sociological perspective
involves ascertaining
the types and degree of
rule breaking behaviour,
examining traditional views
of criminality and deviance
and analysing why people
commit crimes or engage in
deviant behaviour. It also
involves consideration of
the justice system, how the
understanding of crime and
deviance has changed over
time, and the relationship
between crime and other
aspects of a society, such
as age and socioeconomic
status.

This unit explores
expressions of culture and
ethnicity within Australian
society in two different
contexts; Australian
Indigenous culture, and
ethnicity in relation to
migrant groups.

AREAS STUDIED
• Sociological concept of
crime and punishment and
human behaviour
• Australian data related to
crime rates, including age,
gender, socioeconomic
status and ethnicity
• a range of factors that lead
people to commit crimes,
including poverty, addiction, abuse, and rebellion.

Culture and ethnicity refer
to groups connected by
shared customs, culture or
heritage. Students learn
how these classifications
can define inequality and
opportunity, shape cultural
activities and provide a
sense of purpose.

Unit 4 Community,
Social
Movements &
Social Change
SOC4

In this unit students explore
the ways sociologists have
thought about the idea of
community and how the
various forms of community
are experienced. They
examine the relationship
between social movements
and social change.

AREAS STUDIED
• the experience of community
• social movement and
social change.

AREAS STUDIED
• Historical and contemporary Indigenous culture
• Australia’s ethnic diversity compared with other
developed countries
• the social, political and
economic impact of immigration, assimilation and
multiculturalism as opposing policy positions
• how social institutions
at the local, state and
national level engage with
and respond to the needs
of ethnic groups.
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TECHNOLOGY KLD

Systems Engineering

Systems Engineering

VCE Systems Engineering promotes innovative systems thinking and problem-solving skills through the Systems
Engineering Process, which takes a project-management approach. It focuses on mechanical and electrotechnology
engineered systems. Students will integrate aspects of designing, planning, fabricating, testing and evaluating in
a project management process. It prepares students for careers in engineering, manufacturing and design through
either a university or TAFE vocational study pathway, employment, apprenticeships and traineeships. The study
provides a rigorous academic foundation and a practical working knowledge of design, manufacturing and evaluation techniques. These skills, and the ability to apply systems engineering processes, are growing in demand as
industry projects become more complex and multidisciplinary.

The Engineering Process
Identify and
document problem/
need/ opportunity/
situation
• ideas
• design brief

Research feasiblity
and alternatives

Design and model
system

•
•
•
•

• drawings
• flow diagrams
• trial and testing
using actual parts
• computer
simulation/
modelling
• calculations

process
components
subsystems
costs

Plan, build and
fabricate /integrate
subsystems

Test and
diagnose/ analyse
performance

Evaluate and report
on system produced
and processes used

• timeline/
sequence
• components/
materials list
• production work

• make
adjustments/
repairs
• modifications

• draw conculsions
• make
recommendations
for improvement

Re-evaluate, modify and document

Unit 1 Introduction to mechanical systems

Unit 3 Integrated systems engineering and energy

Unit SE11

Unit SE34

This unit focuses on engineering fundamentals as the basis of
understanding underlying principles and the building blocks
that operate in simple to more

In this unit students study the engineering principles that
are used to explain the physical properties of integrated
systems and how they work. Through the application of
their knowledge, students design and plan an operational,
mechanical-electrotechnology integrated and controlled
system. They learn about the technologies used to harness
energy sources to provide power for engineered systems.

Unit 2 Introduction to Electrotechnology systems
Unit SE12

In this unit students study fundamental electrotechnology
engineering principles. Through the application of their
knowledge and the Systems Engineering Process, students
produce operational systems that may also include
mechanical components. In addition, students conduct
research and produce technical reports.
While this unit contains fundamental physics and theoretical
understanding of electrotechnology systems and how
they work, student focus remains on the construction of
electrotechnology systems. The construction process draws
heavily upon design and innovation.
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Unit 4 Systems control and new emerging
technologies
Unit SE44

In this unit students complete the production work and
test and evaluate the integrated controlled system they
designed in Unit 3. Students investigate new and emerging
technologies, consider reasons for their development and
analyse their impacts.
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Computing Studies

TECHNOLOGY KLD

Computing Studies

With appropriate knowledge and skills, students will
be equipped to make use of ICT and make informed
personal and workplace choices about future developments and directions in this exciting and challenging
field. Innovative approaches to the potential uses of
ICT are developed, and the students are encouraged to
orient themselves towards the future.

YEAR 11

YEAR 12

Unit 1/2 - Computing

Unit 3/4 - Software
Applications

Unit 1/2 Computing

Unit 3/4 Software Development

VCE Computing provides students with opportunities to acquire and apply knowledge and skills
to use digital systems efficiently and effectively when creating digital solutions both individually
and as part of a network.

In Software development Units
3 and 4 students focus on the
application of a problem-solving
methodology and underlying skills to
create purpose-designed solutions
using a programming language. In
Unit 3 students develop a detailed
understanding of the analysis, design
and development stages of the
problem-solving methodology and use
a programming language to create
working software modules.

VCE Computing focuses on the application of a problem-solving methodology, and strategies
and techniques for managing information systems in a range of contexts, to create digital
solutions that meet specific needs. The study examines each component of an information
system (data, people, processes and digital systems) and how their interrelationships affect the
types and quality of digital solutions.
Through a structured approach to problem solving, incorporating computational, design and
systems thinking, students are equipped to orient themselves towards the future, with an
awareness of the technical and societal implications of digital systems.

TECHNOLOGY KLD

Design & Technology

Design & Tech

The study of Design and Technology can provide a pathway to a range of related fields such as industrial, product
and interior design, engineering, fashion, jewellery, textile and ceramic design. *PPE (Personal Protective Equipment) is required for this subject.
This unit focuses on the tools, processes, techniques, knowledge and skills the designer has used to develop a
solution to a problem. Students learn about the production techniques used to make the product and how it is
evaluated against the needs and requirements outlined in the design brief.
Unit 1 Design
Modification and
Production

Unit 2 Collaborative
Design

DT1

This unit looks at a
Collaborative design
approach where students
work both as an individual
and as a member of a
design team to develop a
product using a range of
technical skills.

This unit looks at refinement
and improvement of
existing products and
focuses on problem solving,
communication skills and
processes through product
development, and using a
range of tools, materials
and hands on skills.

AREAS STUDIED
• Redesigning an existing
product
• Producing and evaluating
a redesigned product.

DT12

AREAS STUDIED
• Design as a team
• Producing and evaluating
a collaboratively design
product.

Unit 3 Design, Technical
Innovation and
Manufacture
DT34

In this unit, students
investigate a client or
end-user’s needs, prepare
a design brief, devise
evaluation criteria, carry
out research and propose
a series of design options.
They justify the choice of
preferred design option and
develop a work plan, and
commence production of
the product which will be
completed and evaluated in
unit 4.

DT34

AREAS STUDIED

• Product analysis and
comparison
• Product manufacture.

• The designer, client and
end-user in product development
• Product development in
industry
• Designing for others.
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Unit 4 Product
Development,
Evaluation and
Promotion
Students continue to
develop and manufacture
the product designed in
Unit 3, and record the
production processes and
modification to the work
plan and product. They
evaluate the effectiveness
and efficiency of techniques
they used and the quality of
their product with reference
to evaluation criteria.

AREAS STUDIED
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Food Studies

TECHNOLOGY KLD

Food Studies

VCE Food Studies extends food knowledge and skills so that students are able to make informed choices in food
selection, and preparation. Students explore food through historical perspectives, Australian and global food
production systems and practical food production.
Assessment in Unit 3 and 4 is end of year exam (40%), Unit 3 school assessed coursework (30%) and Unit 4
school- assessed coursework (30%).
Unit 1 Food Origins

Unit 2 Food Makers

Unit 3 Food in Daily Life

FT1

FT2

FT3

The focus is on the historical
and cultural perspectives
of food across the world
including food patterns, and
the influence of technology
and globalisation. A study
of the patterns of change in
Australia’s food industries
and cultures.

An investigation and
comparison of commercial
and small scale domestic
food productions.

A focus on the science of
food including digestion
and nutrient absorption.
The functional properties of
ingredients and influences
on food choice.

AREAS STUDIED
• Historical development of
food systems
• Food industries in Australia and globally
• Indigenous food and
influences of migration on
food in Australia.

AREAS STUDIED
• Influences on food industries including primary
production
• Development of new food
products
• Evaluation of food
production in different
settings
• Designing and adapting
recipes.

AREAS STUDIED
• Functions of natural food
The microbiology of digestion
• Nutrition
• Patterns of eating in
Australia.

Unit 4 Food Issues,
Challenges and
Futures
FT4

A study of environmental
issues in food production.
Food information and
knowledge and the effects
on food choices.

AREAS STUDIED
• Environmental issues in
food production
• Assessment of food information
• Investigation of a selected
food fad.

Art

THE ARTS KLD

Art

Art enables students to acquire and apply a broad knowledge of art, relating personal involvement in art to social
and cultural factors, which influence their lives. The study of art seeks to develop the student’s ability to think and
act in an imaginative, analytical, critical and reflective way through the production and appreciation of art.
Students considering a career in the arts are strongly advised to complete units 1-4 in art. Students are recommended to complete units 1 and 2 prior to units 3-4 sequence.
Please be advised that Unit 1-4 ART will be referring to nude images as part of their research and practical content.
Unit 1 Art &
Meaning

Unit 2 Art & Culture

AR11

This unit has two areas
of study: Developing
skills and ideas, which
focus on exploring
techniques, materials,
skills, working methods
and concepts relating
to selected media
and artforms. Art
and meaning, which
investigates the ideas
related to personal and
cultural identity.

AREAS STUDIED
• Art and Meaning
• Artmaking and personal meaning.

Unit 3 Individual
Styles in Art

Unit 4 Individual Styles in
Art

This unit has two areas of study:
The first area of study students
through production will look at
issues of personal interest related
to their cultural identity. They are
encouraged to experiment with
preferred mediums, producing
a folio of work from which a
final piece can be developed.
The second area of study
requires students to research and
compare and contrast between
past and present artists and how
they have viewed their culture
and society.

AR33

AR44

This unit has two areas
of study: The first area of
study students through
broad investigation
trialling materials,
techniques and personal
responses, communicate
their ideas to produce a
folio of work. The second
area of study students
will research two periods
of art post 1990 and pre
1990.

AREAS STUDIED

• Interpreting art
• Investigation and
interpretation through
artmaking.

There are two areas of study:
The first area of study is the
folio developed from the
investigations of unit three:
Students will further develop
and refine these ideas to
produce a final folio. The
second area of study, students
are required to critically
discuss commentaries on art
works and apply interpretive
frameworks in the analysis of
selected art works, to support
personal view points about
meanings and messages.

AR22

• Art and Culture
• Artmaking and cultural expression.
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AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED
• Discussing and debating art
• Realisation and resolution.
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Media

THE ARTS KLD

Media

This study provides students with the opportunity to examine the media in both historical and contemporary
contexts while developing skills in media design and production in a range of media forms such as film, television,
radio, animation, photography and print. Students also examine how and why the media constructs and reflects
reality and how audiences engage with, consume, read, create and produce media products.
Media is ideal for students considering a career in filmmaking, radio, graphic design, multimedia or game design. It
is recommended that students complete Units 1 and 2 prior to Units 3 and 4.
Unit 1 Media: Forms,
representations
and Australian
stories
ME1

Students develop
an understanding of
audiences and the core
concepts underpinning
the construction of
representations and meaning
in different media forms.
Students explore media
codes and conventions and
the construction of meaning
in media products.

AREAS STUDIED
• Media representations
• Media forms in production
• Australian media.

Unit 2 Narrative
across media
forms

Unit 3 Media narratives and
pre-production

Unit 4 Media production and
issues in the media

ME2

ME3

ME4

Students explore stories that
circulate in society through
media narratives. They consider
the use of media codes and
conventions to structure
meaning, and how this
construction is influenced by
the social, cultural, ideological
and institutional contexts
of production, distribution,
consumption and reception.
Students also develop and
design their media products.
This is the major practical
project for the year.

Students focus on the production
and post-production stages of
their project, bringing the media
production design created in
Unit 3 to its realisation. They
refine their media products
in response to feedback and
through personal reflection.
Students then explore the
relationship between the media
and audiences. They explore the
capacity of the media to be used
by governments, institutions and
audiences, and analyse the role
of the Australian government in
regulating the media.

Students further develop
an understanding of
the concept of narrative
in media products
and forms in different
contexts. Students also
undertake production
activities to design and
create narratives as well
as analyse the influence
of developments in
media technologies on
individuals and society.

AREAS STUDIED
• Narrative, style and
genre
• Media production
• Media and change.

THE ARTS KLD

Music Performance
Music is an integral part of all cultures
and societies, both contemporary
and historical. The study of music
develops students’ understanding of
artistic processes and contributes to the
development of the aesthetic, cognitive,
psychomotor and affective domains.
VCE Music offers students opportunities
to engage in the practice of performing
on own and in a group, creating and
studying music that is representative
of diverse genres, styles and cultures.
Students can specialise in one or more
approaches to the study of music,
depending on their VCE program overall
and the post-VCE pathways they may be
interested in following.
Students develop knowledge of stylistic,
aesthetic and expressive qualities and
characteristics of music and develop
their ability to communicate their
understanding through music making:
performing, composing, arranging
and/or improvising; and musicianship:
aural perception, analysis and music
language.
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AREAS STUDIED
• Narrative and ideology
• Media production development
• Media production design.

AREAS STUDIED
• Media production
• Agency and control in and of
the media.

Music Performance
VCE Music offers students opportunities
for personal development and to
make an ongoing contribution to the
culture of their community through
participation in life-long music making.
From a performance perspective, Units
1&2 students will focus on solo and
group performances. In Units 3&4
students specialize in either group or
solo performance. In all cases, a regular
and consistent practise routine outside
school is required, as is attendance and
participation in group rehearsals held
by the college.
All students undertaking this subject
must have a specialist teacher for their
instrument. Kurnai College does supply
specialist teachers in most disciplines.
Instrument classes are undertaken at an
arranged time that occurs in when the
both teacher and student are available
ie spare period, lunch break etc.
Students with a specialist instrument
teacher outside of Kurnai College may
continue with them.

Entry
There are no prerequisites for entry to
Units 1, 2 and 3 Music Performance.
Students must undertake Unit 3 prior to
undertaking Unit 4. Music Performance
Units 1 to 4 are designed to a standard
equivalent to the final two years of
secondary education. At least four to
five years’ experience in learning an
instrument/s is recommended before
commencing VCE Music Performance.
If considering this subject, contact the
school and speak to the Music Director
for possible interview and audition.
Units 1 and 2

• Performance
• Performance techniques
• Musicianship
• Organisation Of Sound
(unit 2 only)
Unit 3 and 4

• Performance
• Performance Technique
• Musicianship
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Visual Comm

THE ARTS KLD

Visual Communication

Visual communication and design is all about using graphic images to give information from one person to another.
The explosion of information triggered by the advent of the computer and the increasing technical complexity of
the world has created a demand for the development and increasing use of visual/graphic material. Information
may be presented via diagrams, symbols, graphics, technical/ freehand drawing and graphic imagery.
Students considering a career in visual design are strongly advised to complete units 1-4 in Visual Communication.
Unit 1 Introduction
to Visual
Communication
VC1

This unit covers the
foundation knowledge
required for students to
gain an understanding and
ability to visualize their
thinking. The students
will investigate the
design elements and their
relevance in the design
process.

AREAS STUDIED
• Drawing for a specific
purpose
• Develop an understanding
of different drawing techniques and mediums
• Appreciation of visual
design both past and
present.

Unit 2 Application
of Visual
Communication
Design
VC2

This unit provides an
enhancement of unit 1. A
variety of technical drawing
methods will be explored.

AREAS STUDIED
• Technical drawing to satisfy a required need
• An investigation of historical and contemporary
typography
• An introduction of designing to a brief with an
appreciation of the client
need
• A folio of visual communications will need to be
submitted.
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Unit 3 Design, Thinking
& Practice
VC3

Unit 4 Design,
Development &
Presentation.

This unit comprises of 3
areas of study. Analysis,
Professional Practice and
Creation of a design brief.

VC4

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

• Communication analysis
requires the student to
investigate and report on
existing visuals
• Professional Practice
requires the students to
prepare a report from
their investigation of professionals describing and
analysing the procedures
and practices used
• Students will be required
to prepare a brief from
which they will research
and generate ideas for 2
distinctly different needs
• This body of work will
be continued in Unit 4
and will demonstrate
the student’s critical and
reflective thinking.

• This unit continues with
the design brief and
focuses on defining the
communication need(s) of
a client.
• Solutions to the design
brief focuses on the
production of 2 final presentations.
• Students are required to
devise a “pitch” to present
and explain their visual
communication to an
audience and evaluate the
visual communications
against the brief.

Students will be required
to create a body of work
begun in Unit 3.
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Studio Art

THE ARTS KLD

Studio Art

Studio Art introduces students to the role and practices of artists in society. Students develop an understanding of
the way artists work in a range of cultures and periods of time, the artists’ perceptions, beliefs and actions and their
relationship with the viewer. Studio Art encourages students to express themselves creatively through art making
and to develop an individual studio process to practice and refine specialized skills appropriate to particular art
forms and materials.
Please be advised that Unit 1-4 Studio Art will be referring to nude images as part of their research and practical
content.
Unit 1 Artistic
Inspiration and
Techniques

Unit 2 Design
Exploration

SA11

This unit focuses on
students establishing and
using a design process to
produce artworks. The
design process includes
the development of an
individual approach
to locating sources
of inspiration and
experimenting with
materials and techniques to
produce solutions prior to
the production of artworks.
Students also develop skills
in understanding the visual
analysis of artworks.

This unit focuses on
students to develop an
individual design process,
including visual research
and a variety of design
explorations to create
a number of finished
artworks, which have been
generated from the initial
design inquiry.

AREAS STUDIED
• Developing ideas
• Materials and technique
• Interpretation of art and
ideas and use of materials
and techniques
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SA12

AREAS STUDIED
• Ideas and Styles in Artworks
• Design exploration

Unit 3 Studio
Production &
Professional Art
Practices

Unit 4 Studio
Production & Art
Industry Contexts

SA33

This unit focuses on the
production of a cohesive
folio of finished art
works selected from
unit 3 explorations.
Also investigations
into the art industry
involving exhibition
spaces, presentation and
conservation of art works.

This unit focuses on the
development of a folio of
work exploring a range
of possible solutions to
be finalized in unit 4.
Students also research the
professional practice of a
range of visual artists using
art terminology and art
language.

AREAS STUDIED
• Write an exploration
proposal that formulate an
individual design process.
• Complete a developmental folio that demonstrates a range of creative
potential directions which
reflect the concepts and
ideas documented in their
initial statement.
• Written work will demonstrate an in-depth understanding of interpretation,
cultural contexts and influences of at least 2 artists.
• Investigate legal and ethical considerations in the
use of the work of other
artists in the making of
‘new’ art.

SA34

AREAS STUDIED
• From a cohesive folio produced in unit 3 students
will select their solutions
to create a minimum of 2
pieces of art work potential solutions to create a
minimum of 2 pieces of
art work.
• Students will investigate
art industry issues
• Gallery visitations to at
least 2 different exhibition
spaces with discussion on
their different approaches
to conserving and exhibiting artworks.
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Theatre Studies

THE ARTS KLD

Theatre Studies

Theatre Studies focuses on the interpretation of playscripts and the production of plays from the pre-modern era
to the present day. Throughout the study students work with playscripts in both their written form and in performance. They learn about the times, places and cultures of key theatrical developments and develop awareness of the
traditions and histories of theatre. Theatre Studies provides students with pathways to further studies in fields such
as theatre production and theatre design, script writing and studies in theatre history. In completing work for this
study, students develop key competencies and employability skills, such as working with others and in teams, and
using mathematical ideas and techniques.
There are no prerequisites for entry to Units 1, 2 and 3. Students must undertake Unit 3 prior to undertaking Unit 4.
Unit 1 Theatrical styles
of the pre-modern
era

Unit 2 Theatrical styles
of the modern era

Unit 3 Production
development

Unit 4 Performance
interpretation

TS1

TS2

TS3

TS4

This unit focuses on the
application of acting and
other stagecraft in relation
to theatrical styles of the
pre-modern era. Students
work with playscripts
from the pre-modern era
of theatre, focusing on
works prior to the 1880s
in both their written form
and in performance. They
also study theatrical and
performance analysis and
apply these skills to the
analysis of a play from
the pre-modern era in
performance.

This unit focuses on
studying theatrical styles
and stagecraft through
working with playscripts
in both their written form
and in performance with an
emphasis on the application
of stagecraft. Students
work with playscripts from
the modern era focusing
on works from the 1880s
to the present. Students
study theatrical analysis
and production evaluation
and apply these skills to
the analysis of a play in
performance from the
modern era.

AREAS STUDIED

AREAS STUDIED

• Pre-modern theatre
• Interpreting playscripts
• Analysing a play in performance

• Modern theatre
• Interpretation through
stagecraft
• Analysing a play in performance

This unit focuses on
an interpretation of a
playscript through the
four designated stages
of production: planning,
production development,
production season, and
production evaluation.
Students specialise in two
areas of stagecraft, working
collaboratively in order to
realise the production of
a playscript. They analyse
the infl uence of stagecraft
on the shaping of the
production. Students also
attend a performance
selected from the
prescribed Theatre Studies
Unit 3 Playlist published
annually in the VCAA
Bulletin, and analyse and
evaluate the interpretation
of the playscript in the
performance.

In this unit students
study a scene and
associated monologue
from the Theatre Studies
Performance Examination
and develop a theatrical
brief that includes the
creation of a character
by an actor, stagecraft
possibilities, and
appropriate research.
Students interpret a
monologue from within
a specifi ed scene
through acting and other
appropriate areas of
stagecraft. Students attend
a performance selected
from the prescribed Theatre
Studies Unit 4 Playlist
published annually in the
VCAA Bulletin and analyse
and evaluate acting in the
production.

AREAS STUDIED

• Monologue interpretation
• Scene interpretation
• Performance analysis

• Production process
• Stagecraft influence
• Production analysis
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AREAS STUDIED
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VCAL
Pathways
Automotive Mechanic
Beauty Therapist
Boiler Maker / Metal Fabricator
Carpenter
Chef
Childcare Worker
Fitness Instructor
Fitter & Turner
Hairdresser
Health Worker
Network Administrator
Office Manager
Photographer
Plumber
Sales Assistant
Social Worker / Youth Worker
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50
50
50
51
51
51
52
52
52
53
53
53
54
54
54
55
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Auto Mechanic

Automotive Mechanic
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Automotive)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Automotive)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Beauty Therapist

Beauty Therapist
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Beauty)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Beauty)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Boiler Maker / Metal Fabricator
VCAL Study Pathway

Boiler Maker
Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Engineering)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Engineering)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59
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Carpenter

Carpenter
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Building &
Carpenter)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Building &
Carpenter)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Chef

Chef
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Hospitality)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Hospitality)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Childcare Worker
VCAL Study Pathway

Childcare Worker
Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Community
Services)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Community
Services)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59
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Fitness Instructor
VCAL Study Pathway

Fitness Instructor
Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET
Cert II Sport &
Recreation)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET
Cert II Sport &
Recreation)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Fitter & Turner

Fitter & Turner
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET
Engineering)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET
Engineering)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Hairdresser

Hairdresser
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Hairdressing)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Hairdressing)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59
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Health Worker

Health Worker
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Community
Services)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Community
Services)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Network Admin

Network Administrator
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Information
Technology)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Information
Technology)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59

Office Manager

Office Manager
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Business
Administration)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Business
Administration)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59
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Photographer

Photographer
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Multimedia)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert II
Multimedia)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)
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Plumber

Plumber
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Building &
Construction)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Building &
Construction)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)
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Sales Assistant

Sales Assistant
VCAL Study Pathway

Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET
Cert II Retail
Operations)
Industry Specific
Skills (VET
Cert II Retail
Operations)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59
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Social Worker / Youth Worker
VCAL Study Pathway

Social Worker
Double check
BEFORE FINALISING UNITS:

RECOMMENDED PROGRAM
VCAL
Literacy
(English)

VCAL
Numeracy
(Maths)

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Community
Services)

Work Related
Skills (Work
Placement)

Personal
Development
(Options
Available)

VCAL
Literacy

VCAL
Numeracy

Industry Specific
Skills (VET Cert
II Community
Services)

Work Related
Skills

Personal
Development

Consult a careers adviser and to
check: Tertiary entry requirements,
Prerequisites, TAFE credit transfer
details, Recommended units, Special
requirements (folio /interview /audition).

ABOUT OTHER UNITS:

Select units that best complement your
intended career option/s and which meet
the prerequisites / recommendations for
your intended course. Make sure you
meet all the VCAL requirements.

What’s next?

Look up the details of the
VET Units (page 59) &
VCAL Units (page 57)

P59
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VCAL Unit Descriptions
Industry Specific Skills Strand
Literacy Strand
Numeracy Strand
Personal Development Skills Strand
Work Related Skills Strand
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Literacy Strand

Work Related Skills Strand

The purpose of the literacy curriculum selected for this
strand is to enable the development of skills, knowledge
and attitudes in literacy that allow progression to the main
social contexts of family, employment, further learning and
community involvement.

The purpose of the Work Related Skills strand is to develop
employability skills, knowledge and attitudes valued within
community and work environments as preparation for
employment.

Literacy skills corresponding with these social contexts
include:
•

literacy for self-expression

•

literacy for knowledge, and

• literacy for public debate
Literacy includes:
• reading
• writing, and
• oral communication skills.

The development of employability skills within this strand
provides learners with a capacity to consider and choose
from a range of pathways.
Work-related skills include skills that reflect the Mayer Key
competencies. These competencies are:
• collecting, analysing and organising information
• communicating ideas and information
• planning and organising ac tivities
• working with others and in teams
• solving problems

Numeracy Strand

Employability skills are those that reflect personal attributes
valued by employers.

Numeracy is the ability to use mathematical skills in order
to carry out purposes and functions within society related
to:

Curriculum selected for this strand can include:

• designing
• measuring
• constructing
• using graphical information

• VCAL Work Related Skills units
• nationally accredited certificates
• units of competence/modules of VET that focus on skills
to prepare students for employment
• VCE units including:

• money
• time
• travel, and the underpinning skills and knowledge for
further study in mathematics or related fields.
Curriculum selected for numeracy in this strand will
develop skills to emphasise the practical application and
use of mathematics at home, work and in the community.
Curriculum in the Literacy and Numeracy Skills strands can
include:
• VCAL Literacy Skills units
• VCAL Numeracy Skills units
• VCE English units
• VCE Mathematics units

•

Drama

•

Media

•

Studio Arts

•

Business Management etc.

Structured workplace learning programs will be undertaken
within this strand.

Personal Development Skills
Strand
The purpose of the Personal Development Skills Strand is to
develop skills, knowledge and attitudes that lead toward:
• social responsibility
• building community involvement

Industry Specific Skills Strand

• civic responsibility – through volunteering and working
for the benefit of others

The purpose of the Industry Specific Skills strand is to
enable the development of skills, knowledge and attitudes
related to one or more vocational contexts in preparation
for progression to further learning or employment.

• improved self confidence and self esteem
•

VCAL Personal Development Skills units

Curriculum selected for this strand can include:

•

VCE units such as Health and Human Development,
and the Arts

•

Accredited modules or certificates that focus on
developing the student’s contribution and confidence
within social contexts.

• nationally accredited certificates
• School Based New Apprenticeships
Units of competence/modules of VET certificates that focus
on a particular industry, or sample a range of experiences
in a number of industries.
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Curriculum selected for learning programs can include:
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VET Unit Descriptions
Agriculture
Allied Health
Animal Studies
Automotive
Beauty (Makeup or Nails)
Building & Construction (Bricklaying,
Carpentry, Painting & Decorating)
Business
Child Care
ivil Construction
Community Services
Electro-technology
Engineering
Equine (Stable Hand)
Hairdressing
Health Services
Horticulture (Parks & Gardens, Landscaping or Turf)
Hospitality (Front of House)
Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Information Technology
Integrated Technologies
Music
Photography
Plumbing (pre Apprenticeship)
Screen & Media (Web & Animation)
Sport & Recreation
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Agriculture

Agriculture
Subject:

Certificate II in Agriculture

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Warragul

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over one
year.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
a range of rural industries.
Eligible for:

Students who successfully complete Certificate II in
Students who successfully complete Certificate III
in Allied Health will be eligible for four unit credits
towards their VCE: two units at Unit 1–2 and a Unit
3–4 sequence and a study score. This Study Score can
contribute directly to the primary four or as a fifth or
sixth study towards your ATAR.
Industry specific credit for VCAL students.

Extra requirements:

On Going Employment

Farm Management
Stock and Station Agent

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Farming
Agricultural technician
Land care Worker

Certificate II in
Agriculture

Steel capped boots

Allied Health

Allied Health
Subject:

Allied Health

Provider:

TAFE Gippsland - Warragul

Delivery:

Students attend TAFE Gippsland) one day a week over
two years

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Allied Health industry
Eligible for:

Students who successfully complete Certificate III
in Allied Health will be eligible for four unit credits
towards their VCE: two units at Unit 1–2 and a Unit
3–4 sequence and will be eligible for a 10% increment
towards their ATAR.

On Going Employment

Manager
Administrator

Industry specific credits for VCAL students
Health Services Assistant
Aged Care

Animal Studies
Certificate II in Animal Studies

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Warragul

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the animal welfare industry.
Students who successfully complete Certificate II in
Animal Studies will be eligible for four unit credits
towards their VCE: two units at Unit 1–2 and a Unit
3–4 sequence and will be eligible for a 10% increment
towards their ATAR.

On Going Employment

Private Business

Industry specific credits for VCAL students.
Animal Shelter
VET Clinics
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Certificate III in
Allied Health

Animal Studies

Subject:

Eligible for:

Related TAFE and
University Courses

Related TAFE and
University Courses

Certificate II in
Animal Studies
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Automotive

Automotive
Subject:

Certificate II in Automotive Studies

Provider/s:

Apprenticeships Group Australia
TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years

On Going Employment

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the automotive or related industries.
Eligible for:

Students who complete Certificate II in Automotive
Technology Studies qualification will be eligible for
up to four units credit towards their VCE: two units at
Unit 1-2 and a Unit 3-4 sequence and will be eligible
for a 10% increment towards their ATAR (10% of the
average of the primary four scaled studies).
Industry specific credits for VCAL students.

Extra requirements:
Long sleeve overalls and steel capped boots

Post-apprenticeship
Auto air-conditioning
Auto workshop
Organising &
Estimating

Apprenticeships
Automotive electrical
Engine reconditioning
Heavy vehicle mechanic
Parts interpreter
Motor mechanic
Motor vehicle painter
Panel beater

Certificate II in Retail Cosmetic Services

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over one
year.

Certificate II in
Automotive Studies

Beauty

Beauty (Makeup or Nails)
Subject:

Related TAFE &
University Courses

On Going Employment

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the beauty industry.
Eligible for:

Students who complete Certificate II in Retail
Cosmetic Services may be eligible for Block Credit.
100 hours of approved AQF Level equals one VCE or
VCAL credit.

Private Business

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Beauty Therapist
Cosmetic Assistant
Beautician

Certificate II in Retail
Cosmetic Services

Industry specific credits for VCAL students.
Extra Requirements:
Students are expected to purchase their own kits.

Building &
Construction

Building & Construction
(Bricklaying, Carpentry, Painting & Decorating)
Subject:

Certificate II in Building & Construction (Partial completion of Pre-apprenticeship)

Provider(s):

TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn
Apprenticeships Group Australia – University Campus

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Building and Construction industry.
Eligible for:

Students who complete Certificate II in Building
and Construction program (partial completion of
at least 400 hours) will be eligible for four units
credit towards their VCE: two units at Unit 1-2 and
a Unit 3-4 sequence and will be eligible for a 10%
increment towards their ATAR (10% of the average
of the primary four scaled studies).
Industry specific credits for VCAL students.

Extra requirements:
Steel capped boots

Kurnai College Programs of Study 2021

On Going Employment

Private Business
Project Manager

Carpenter
Brick Layer
Concreter
Painter
Plumber

Advanced Certificates

Certificate II in Building &
Construction
(partial completion)
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Business

Business
Subject:

Certificate II in Business

Provider:

Commuty College Gippsland CCG - Warragul

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over one
year

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills to enhance employment prospects in
a business or office environment. It provides an
understanding of business fundamentals, e.g. working
effectively with others, customer service, producing
documents, organisation and completion of daily work
activities.
Eligible for:

Students who complete Certificate II in Business will
be eligible for three units at 1 and 2 level which
contributes to VCAL industry specific skills strand.
There is no ATAR contribution.

Child Care
Subject:

Certificate III in Child Care (partial certificate)

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Morwell

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Community Services industry.
Eligible for:

Students who successfully complete Certificate III
in Child Care will be eligible for four unit credits
towards their VCE: two units at Unit 1–2 and a
Unit 3–4 sequence and will be eligible for a 10%
increment towards their ATAR.
Industry specific credits for VCAL students

On Going Employment

Receptionist
Customer Service Officer
Logistics Clerk
Secretary
Data entry operator
Office Manager
Administrative/Office Assistant
Personal Assistant
Human Resources

Related TAFE and
University Courses

Certificate II
in Business

Child Care
On Going Employment

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Manager
Administrator

Personal Carer
Child Carer
Aged Carer
Disability

Extra requirements:

Certificate III in
Child Care
(partial certificate)

Working with Children’s check and Police Check

Civil Construction

Civil Construction

Subject:

Certificate II in Civil Construction

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Civil Construction industry.
Eligible for:

Students who complete Certificate II in Civil
Construction may be eligible for Block Credit. 100
hours of approved AQF Level equals one VCE or VCAL
credit.
Industry specific credits for VCAL students.

Extra requirements:

On Going Employment

Plant Operator

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Rigger
Crane Driver
Traffic Controller

Certificate II in
Civil Construction

Steel capped boots
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Community Services
Subject:

Certificate II in Community Services

Provider/s:

Community College Gippsland (CCG) – Warragul

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over one year.

Community
Services

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge and skills that will enhance employment prospects in the
Community Services industry.
Eligible for:

VCE – Two units at level 1 and 2.

On Going Employment

VCAL - Contributes to Industry Specific Skills Strand.
ATAR – There is no contribution to the ATAR.
Extra requirements:
Working with Children’s check and Police Check

Electro-technology

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Personal Carer
Child Carer
Aged Carer
Disability

Certificate II in
Community Services

Electro-technology

Subject:

Certificate II in Electrotechnology Studies

Provider/s:

Apprenticeships Group Australia – Morwell
TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Electrical industry and related fields.
Eligible for:

Manager
Administrator

Students who complete the Certificate II in
Electrotechnology Studies (Pre-Vocational) may be
eligible for Block Credit. 100 hours of approved AQF
Level equals one VCE or VCAL credit.
Industry Specific credit for VCAL students.

Extra requirements:

On Going Employment

Private Business

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Apprenticeship
Electrician
Electronics

Certificate II in
Electro-technology Studies

Steel capped boots

Engineering
Subject:

Certificate II in Engineering Studies

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the
knowledge and skills that will enhance employment
prospects in the Engineering or Engineering related
industries.
Eligible for:

Students wishing to receive an ATAR contribution for
the Unit 3-4 sequence Certificate II in Engineering
Studies must undertake Scored Assessment for the
purpose of achieving a Study Score. This Study Score
can contribute directly to the primary four or as a
fifth or sixth study.
Students are eligible for four unit credits towards
their VCE: two units at Unit 1-2 and a Unit 3-4
sequence.

Engineering
On Going Employment

Private Business
Project Manager

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Apprenticeship
Engineering
Toolmaking
Maintenance
Boiler Making

Certificate II in
Engineering Studies

Industry Specific credit for VCAL students.
Extra requirements:
Steel capped boots
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Equine (Stable Hand)

Equine (Stable Hand)

Subject:

Certificate II in Equine Industry

Provider/s:

Community College Gippsland – Warragul

Delivery:

Students attend the course one day a week over one
year.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Equine and Racing industry.
Eligible for:

Students wwho complete Certificate II in Equine
(Stable Hand) may be eligible for Black Credit. 100
hours of approved AQF Levels equals one VCE or
VCAL credit.
Industry Specific credit for VCAL students.
2nd year Cert III Equine will be eligible for a 10%
increment towards their ATAR (10% of the average of
the primary four scaled studies).

Trainer
Stable Manager

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Apprenticeship
Stable Hand
Strapper

Certificate II in
Equine Industry

Hairdressing

Hairdressing
Subject:

Certificate II in Hairdressing

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over one
year.

On Going Employment

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Hairdressing industry.
Eligible for:

On Going Employment

Students who complete Certificate II in Hairdressing
may be eligible for Block Credit. 100 hours of
approved AQF Level equals one VCE or VCAL credit.

Private Business
Manager

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Industry Specific credit for VCAL students
Extra requirements:
Students are required to purchase their own kits.

Health Services

Apprenticeship
Hairdresser
Beauty Therapist

Certificate II in
Hairdressing

Health Services

Subject:

Certificate III in Health Services

Provider/s:

IVET Institute, Kurnai College University Campus

Delivery:

Students attend this course in timetabled classes run over two years.

Introduction: This course reflects the role of a variety of workers who provide assistance to health professional staff for the
care of clients. Health Services Assistance involves
the worker in direct client contact. A broad range
On Going Employment
of knowledge and skills will be acquired such as
interpreting and applying medical terminology,
assisting with movement and communicating with
clients. This course is suitable if you have an interest
Related TAFE &
Therapy Assistant
in health assistant work in acute care, rehabilitation
University Courses
Rehabilitation
and community settings whilst working with staff and
Ward Assistant
clients of all ages.
Disability Worker
Eligible for:

Nurse
VCE - One Unit at Units 1 and 2 level and two Units
Paramedic
3 and 4 sequence, VCAL - Contributes to Industry
Aged Care Worker
Specific Skills Strand. Students wishing to receive an
Operating Theatre
Technician
ATAR contribution for the Units 3 and 4 sequence
Pathology Collector
must undertake scored assessment for the purpose of
achieving a study score. Study score can contribute
directly to the ATAR, either as one of the student’s
best four studies (primary four) or as a fifth or sixth study
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Certificate III in
Health Services
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Horticulture

Horticulture (Parks & Gardens, Landscaping or Turf)
Subject:

Certificate II in Horticulture (Parks & Gardens)

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Morwell

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Horticulture industry.
Eligible for:

Students who successfully complete Certificate II
in Horticulture will be eligible for four unit credits
towards their VCE: two units at Unit 1–2 and a
Unit 3–4 sequence and will be eligible for a 10%
increment towards their ATAR.

Private Business
Manager

Industry Specific credit for VCAL students.

Apprenticeships
Nursery
Landscaping
Floristry
Turf

Extra requirements:
Steel capped boots

Hospitality (Front of House)
Subject:

Certificate II in Hospitality (Front of House)

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Waratah Restaurant, Morwell

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over one
year.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Hospitality industry.
Eligible for:

On Going Employment

VCE – Two units at level 1 and 2.
VCAL - Contributes to Industry Specific Skills Strand.

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Certificate II in
Horticulture

Hospitality
On Going Employment

Private Business
Hotel Manager
Restaurant Supervisor

Related TAFE &
University Courses

ATAR – There is no contribution to the ATAR.
Extra Requirements / costs:
Students are required to complete a ‘Follow
Workplace Hygiene Procedures’ course before being
permitted into the kitchen. – TAFE Gippsland will
supply info to students during Orientation day.
Students need to purchase a chefs’ uniform and knife
kit for Back of House or Wait staff uniform for Front
of House option

Hospitality (Kitchen Operations)
Hospitality Subject: Certificate II in Kitchen Operations
Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Waratah Restaurant, Morwell

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course prepares students with a range of food
preparation, cookery skills and kitchen functions.
Students will develop skills and knowledge to safely
handle and prepare food, use a range of food
preparation equipment, prepare simple dishes,
appetisers and salads, stocks, soups and sauces,
poultry, fruits and vegetables and basic methods of
cookery.
Eligible for:

VCE - Two units at Units 1 and 2 level and a Units 3
and 4 sequence.
VCAL - Contributes to Industry Specific Skills Strand.

Apprentice Chef
Traineeships
Bar Attendant
Wait Person

Certificate II in
Hospitality
(Front of House)

Hospitality
On Going Employment

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Chef
Catering Manager
Cook
Kitchen Hand
Food production

Certificate II in
Kitchen Operations

ATAR - Students wishing to receive an ATAR
contribution for the Units 3 and 4 sequence must
undertake scored assessment for the purpose of achieving a study score. Study score can contribute directly to
the ATAR, either as one of the student’s best four studies (primary four) or as a fifth or sixth study.
Extra Requirements / costs:
Students are required to complete a ‘Follow Workplace Hygiene Procedures’ course before being permitted into
the kitchen. – TAFE Gippsland will supply info to students during Orientation day. Students need to purchase a
chefs’ uniform and knife kit for Back of House or Wait staff uniform for Front of House option
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Information Technology

Info Technology

Subject:

Certificate III in Information Technology

Provider/s:

Kurnai College – University Campus

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Information Technology industry.
Eligible for:

Students who undertake Certificate III in Information
Technology will be eligible for up to four unit credit
towards satisfactory completion of their VCE: two
units at Unit 1-2 and a Unit 3-4 sequence. Students
wishing to receive an ATAR contribution for the Unit
3-4 sequence must undertake Scored Assessment for
the purpose of achieving a study score. This study
score can contribute directly to the primary four or
as a fifth or sixth study.

On Going Employment

Private Business
Help desk
Team Leader

Traineeships
Computer
Technician
Data Entry

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Certificate III in
Information Technology

Industry Specific credit for VCAL students.

Integrated Technologies

Integrated
Technologies

Subject:

Certificate II in Integrated Technologies

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Warragul and Yallourn Campuses

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two years.

Introduction: This course provides students with an introduction into the informational technology, telecommunications
and electrotechnology industries. Students
engage with multiple technologies and techniques
On Going Employment
including basic electrical theory, electronic
components, programmable logic devices, computer
programming, 3D printing and applied design.
The major project involves designing, building and
Related TAFE &
programming a model vehicle.
Eligible for:

VCE - Two units at Units 1 and 2 level and a Units
3 and 4 sequence, VCAL - Contributes to Industry
Specific Skills Strand. Students wishing to receive an
ATAR contribution for the Units 3 and 4 sequence
must undertake scored assessment for the purpose of
achieving a study score. Study score can contribute
directly to the ATAR, either as one of the student’s
best four studies (primary four) or as a fifth or sixth
study.

Electronics Technician
Electrician
Computer Engineer
Assembler/
Programmer
Mechatronics
Engineering
Telecommunications

Certificate III in Music

Provider:

Lowanna College – Moe

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Music industry.
Eligible for:

Students wishing to receive an ATAR contribution
for the Unit 3-4 sequence Certificate III in Music
must undertake Scored Assessment for the purpose
of achieving a Study Score. This Study Score can
contribute directly to the primary four or as a fifth
or sixth study. Students are eligible for up to five unit
credits towards their VCE: three units at Unit 1-2 and
a Unit 3-4 sequence
Industry Specific credit for VCAL students
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Certificate II in
Integrated Technologies

Music

Music
Subject:

University Courses

On Going Employment

Band Member
Private Business

Musician
Traineeship
Sound and Audio
Visual Technicians

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Certificate III in
Music
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Photography

Photography
Subject:

Certificate III in Visual Arts

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Photography field
Eligible for:

VCE - Two units at Units 1 and 2 level and a Units 3
and 4 sequence.

On Going Employment

Photo Journalist
Special occasion,
Portrait or Landscape
Photographer

Related TAFE &
University Courses

VCAL - Contributes to Industry Specific Skills Strand.
ATAR - An increment towards ATAR – 10% of the
lowest study score of the primary four studies.
Extra requirements:

Certificate III in
Visual Arts

Traineeship

SLR Camera

Plumbing

Plumbing (pre Apprenticeship)
Subject:

Certificate II in Plumbing

Provider/s:

Apprenticeships Group Australia – Morwell
TAFE Gippsland – Yallourn

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two
years.

On Going Employment

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the plumbing and related industries
Eligible for:

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Private Business

VCE - Two units at Units 1 and 2 level and a Units 3
and 4 sequence.
VCAL - Contributes to Industry Specific Skills Strand.
ATAR - An increment towards ATAR – 10% of the
lowest study score of the primary four studies.

Apprenticeship
Plumber
Roofer
Air conditioning

Extra requirements:
Steel capped boots

Screen & Media (Web & Animation)
Subject:

Certificate III in Screen and Media (Web and Animation)

Provider/s:

TAFE Gippsland – Warragul Campus

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two years.

Certificate II
in Plumbing

Screen &
Media

Introduction: This qualification provides students with a pathway to a variety of creative industries. It incorporates units
such as manipulate digital images, create digital
animations, create a website, work with interactive
On Going Employment
content and gain workplace health and safety
knowledge.
Eligible for:

VCE - Two units of credit at Units 1 and 2 level and
a Units 3 and 4 sequence, VCAL - Contributes to
Industry Specific Skills Strand. Students wishing to
receive an ATAR contribution for the Units 3 and 4
sequence must undertake scored assessment for the
purpose of achieving a study score. Study score can
contribute directly to the ATAR, either as one of the
student’s best four studies (primary four) or as a fifth
or sixth study.

Kurnai College Programs of Study 2021

Related TAFE &
University Courses
Digital Animator
Web Design/ Developer
Games Developer
Interactive Media
Editor
Graphic Designer
Set Designer

Certificate III in
Screen and Media
(Web and Animation)
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Sport & Recreation

Sport & Recreation

Subject:

Certificate III in Sport & Recreation

Provider/s:

Kurnai College – University Campus

Delivery:

Students attend this course one day a week over two years

Introduction: This course provides participants with the knowledge
and skills that will enhance employment prospects in
the Sports and Recreation industry.
Eligible for:

Students wishing to receive an ATAR contribution
for the Unit 3-4 sequence of Certificate III in Sport
& Recreation must undertake Scored Assessment for
the purpose of achieving a Study Score. This Study
Score can contribute directly to the primary four or
as a fifth or sixth study.

On Going Employment

Manager
Fitness Counsellor

Related TAFE &
University Courses

Up to four unit credits towards their VCE: two units at
Unit 1-2 and a Unit 3-4 sequence
Industry Specific credit for VCAL students
Extra requirements:
Work book
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Fitness Instructor
Personal Trainer

Certificate III in
Sport & Recreation
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Art

Do you enjoy or are you good at

ART?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Graphic designer

Advertising
account executive

Illustrator

Animator

LEVEL 3

Archaeologist

Advertising manager

Architect
Art critic

Animator

Interior
designer

Fashion coordinator

Architectural drafter

Artist

Industrial
designer

Draftsperson

Fashion designer
Landscape
architect
Illustrator
Film and television
Interior decorator
lighting operator
Jeweller
Multimedia
Leadlight worker
developer
Graphic artist
Make-up artist
Milliner
Museum curator
Model maker
Graphic designer
Leadlight
Multimedia
worker
developer
Naval architect
Illustrator
Leather worker Museum technician
Painter and
Make-up artist
Occupational
decorator Interior designer
Model
therapist
Pastrycook
Model maker
Photographer
Model maker
Offset printer
Potter
Photographer
Photographer Printing machinist
Multimedia
Photographic Recreation officer
developer
Potter
Screen printer/
processor
Picture framer stencil preparer
Photographer
Sculptor
Recreation
Potter
Signwriter
officer
Sculptor
Silversmith
Potter
Soft furnishing
Tattoo artist
maker
Sculptor
Toymaker
Stonemason Recreation officer
Tracer
Tailor
Visual merchandiser
Set/stage
Theatre machinist
Sculptor
designer
Weaver
Theatrical costume
maker and designer
Set/stage designer
Tiler (wall and floor)
Teacher—
Vehicle painter
art, music
Textile designer
Visual merchandiser
Web designer/developer
Textile designer
Wood carver
Theatrical costume
Wood turner
maker and designer
Theatrical costume
maker and designer
Valuer

LEVEL 2

Advertising manager
Animator
Architectural drafter
Art gallery
Art gallery assistant
Artist
director
Artist
Beauty therapist
Beauty therapist
Calligrapher
Art historian
Animator
Camera operator
Art gallery assistant
(film, television
Calligrapher
Arts administrator
Artist
and video)
Cartoonist
Cake decorator
Camera
Clothing
Arts and cultural operator
Calligrapher
patternmaker
planner
Camera operator
(film,
Cook/chef
(film, television
television
Coppersmith
and
video)
and
video)
Cartographer
Costume maker
Craft instructor Cartoonist
Cook
Cartographer
Craftsperson
Cartoonist
Desktop publisher Craftsperson
Diamond cutter Desktop publisher
Cartographic
Conservator
and polisher
technician
Dyer
Diversional
Film and television
therapist
Cartoonist
Costume maker
lighting operator
Dressmaker
Glass worker
Embroider
Costume maker
Illustrator
Engraver
Craft instructor
Fashion coordinator
Interior
Film and television
decorator
Craft instructor
Craftsperson
lighting operator
Finished artist
Craftsperson
Florist
Cultural
Glass worker
heritage officer
Desktop publisher
Graphic prepress
operator
Director of
Hairdresser
Director of
photography
photography
Art gallery
assistant

LEVEL 1

ART

Display artist

Display artist

Diversional therapist

Diversional therapist

Web designer/
developer

Town planner
University lecturer

Fashion designer

Valuer

Graphic artist
Web designer/developer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF02A
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Art. If you are interested in any of
the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website myfuture.edu.au,
in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library or Career
Information Centre. Phone 132 468 to find the location of your local Career Information Centre. The four
educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels indicate the most common educational
and/or entry requirements for these jobs.

Section 6 385
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Biology

Do you enjoy or are you good at

BIOLOGY?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Acupuncturist

Medical imaging
technologist

Agricultural engineer

Medical
practitioner

Agricultural scientist
Agricultural
technical officer
Ambulance officer

Aboriginal/Torres Strait
Islander Health Worker

Anaesthetist

Medical records
administrator

LEVEL 3

Agronomist

Anatomist

Audiologist
Biological
scientist

Ambulance officer

Botanist
Cardiac
technologist

Aboriginal/
Torres Strait Islander
Health Worker

Agricultural
technical officer

Biochemist

Animal technician

LEVEL 2

Animal attendant

LEVEL 1

Animal technician

Audiometrist

Gardener
Greenkeeper

Farmer/farm
manager

Landscape
gardener

Gardener
Hatchery hand
Meat worker
Medical orderly

Fitness instructor

Health services
/hospital manager

Nursery worker

Pharmacy
assistant
Pest and weed
controller
Winery worker

Pest and weed
controller

Tree surgeon

Zookeeper

Museum
technician

Pharmacy
assistant
Primary
products
inspector

Wool classer
Yoga instructor

Medical
laboratory
technician

Optical
mechanic

Sports coach

Natural therapist
Naturopath

Veterinary nurse
Winery worker
Wool classer
Yoga instructor
Zookeeper

Occupational
therapist
Oceanographer

Nursing
assistant

Nursing
assistant

Obstetrician
Occupational
health & safety
officer

Massage
therapist

Medical orderly

Nursery worker

Nutritionist

Laboratory
technician

Massage
therapist

Massage therapist

Fisheries officer

Health information
manager

Nurse educator
Nurse – registered

Horse manager

Laboratory
assistant

Forester
Geneticist

Naturopath
Nuclear medicine
technologist

Horticultural
tradesperson

BIOLOGY

Forensic scientist

Natural therapist

Fruit, vegetable and
flower grower

Horse manager

Agricultural technical officer

Abattoir worker
Aboriginal/Torres
Beauty
therapist
Strait Islander
Aquaculture
Chiropractor
Health Worker
Butcher
technician
Community
Animal attendant
Dairy products
nurse
Artificial
inspector
Beauty therapist
Dental
inseminator
Dental
hygienist
Beekeeper
assistant
Dentist
Biomedical
Dietary aide
Dietary aide
engineering
Dietitian
Dispensing
Farmer/farm
technician
assistant
Ecologist
manager
Farm hand
Entomologist
Farrier
Community
Farmer/farm
Environmental
Fisher
manager
nurse
health officer
Fisheries officer
Fisher
Environmental
Fitness
Fitness instructor
Dairy
scientist
instructor
Fruit and
technologist
Ergonomist
vegetable
Florist
picker
Farmer/farm
Food processing
Dental technician
manager
technician
Fisheries officer
Fruit, vegetable
Dental therapist
and flower grower
Fitness instructor
Food technologist

Microbiologist

Forest technical officer

Acupuncturist

Aquaculture
technician

Medical scientist

Food processing technician

Nurse – enrolled

Optometrist
Pathologist
Pharmacist
Pharmacologist
Physiologist
Physiotherapist
Plastic surgeon
Prosthetist/
orthotist
Psychiatrist

Psychologist
Radiation therapist

Rehabilitation
Occupational
counsellor
health & safety
Speech pathologist
officer
Sports coach
Sports medicine
practitioner

Sports coach

Sports psychologist

Zookeeper

Sports scientist
Teacher

Horticulturalist

University lecturer

Landscape architect

Veterinarian

Life scientist
Marine scientist

Winemaker
Zoologist

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Biology. If you are interested in
any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Business Studies

Do you enjoy or are you good at

BUSINESS STUDIES?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Accountant

Human resources officer

Actuary

Industrial relations officer

Advertising account executive

LEVEL 3

Accountant

Analyst (information technology)

Accounts clerk

Arts administrator

Catering manager

Building
contractor
Business (systems)
analyst

Call centre operator

Copywriter

Newsagent

Clerk (administrative
assistant)

Journalist
Management
consultant

Personnel clerk

Office administrator
Private investigator

LEVEL 1

Catering manager

Accounts clerk
Bank officer
(including building
Company secretary Desktop publisher
Conveyancer
society, credit union)
Call centre operator
Export/import clerk Copywriter
Cashier
Computer systems
Credit officer
Clerk (administrative
auditor
Exporter/importer
assistant)
Customs broker
Copywriter
Desktop publisher Costing clerk
Farmer/farm
Construction
manager
project manager
Employment officer Credit officer
Data processing
Export/import clerk
Finance clerk
operator
Copywriter
Exporter/importer Desktop publisher
Financial dealer’s
Export/import clerk
Farmer/farm
Corporate treasurer assistant
Exporter/importer
manager
Farmer/farm manager
Finance clerk
Financial dealer’s assistant
Financial planner/
Economist
Functions coordinator
manager
Financial dealer’s
Insurance agent
assistant
Insurance officer
Export/import clerk Hotel/motel manager
Functions coordinator
Inventory and
supply officer
Human resources officer Hotel/motel manager
Exporter/importer
Credit officer

Occupational health
and safety officer

Multimedia developer

Accounts clerk

Investment analyst

Multimedia developer

LEVEL 2

Bank officer (including building
society, credit union)

Conveyancer

Information
technology manager

Marketing/sales
representative (IT)

Bank officer (including building
society, credit union)

Bank officer (including
building society,
Building contractor
credit union)

Information
technology administrator

Marketing officer

Private investigator

Marketing officer
Personnel clerk
Production manager
Milk vendor
Purchasing officer
Newsagent
Marketing/sales
Property/resource
Private investigator
Quality assurance
manager representative (IT)
Personnel clerk
inspector
Quality assurance
Public relations Market researcher
Real estate agent
inspector
officer
Receptionist
Real estate
Retail buyer
salesperson
Purchasing officer Multimedia developer
Retail manager
Receptionist
Sales assistant
Quality assurance Occupational health
Sales representative
Retail buyer
Settlement clerk
inspector
and safety officer
Retail manager
Shipping clerk
Stock and Sales representative
Real estate
Operations
researcher
station agent
agent/manager
Secretary
Storeperson
Settlement clerk
Telemarketer
Real estate
Public relations
Telephonist
Stock and
salesperson
officer
Trade union official
station agent
Transport clerk
Records manager
Stockbroker’s
clerk
Travel consultant
Publisher
Word processing
Storeperson
Stockbroker
operator
Quantity surveyor
Telemarketer
Stockbroker’s clerk
Tourism manager
Records manager
Trade union official
Tax agent

BUSINESS
STUDIES

Farmer/farm manager
Financial dealer
and broker

Information technology
administrator

Insurance agent

Insurance officer
Inventory and supply officer

Insurance agent

Marketing/sales
representative (IT)

Insurance broker

Financial journalist

Transport clerk

Transport
administrator

Insurance officer

Foreign affairs and
trade officer

Sports administrator

Trade union official

Insurance claims investigator

Financial planner/manager

Tourism manager

Travel consultant

Valuer

Inventory and
supply officer

Stockbroker
Tourism manager
Trade analyst

Trade union official

Health services—
hospital administrator
Hotel/motel manager

Training officer
Transport administrator
Valuer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Business Studies. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Chemistry

Do you enjoy or are you good at

CHEMISTRY?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Agricultural engineer

Medical scientist

Agricultural scientist

Medical practitioner

Agricultural technical officer

Metallurgist

LEVEL 3

Agronomist
Ambulance officer

Microbiologist

Biochemist
Biotechnologist

Ambulance officer
Agricultural
technical officer

Botanist
Ceramics engineer
Chemical engineer

Aquaculture
technician

Chemist
Civil engineering
technologist
Conservator

Business equipment
technician
Chemical plant
operator
Cheesemaker

Beauty therapist

LEVEL 2

Ecologist
Entomologist

Civil/structural
engineering
associate

LEVEL 1

Environmental
health officer

Electroplater

Dairy technician

Food technologist
Forensic scientist

Farmer/farm
manager

Gardener
Heat treater

Food processing
technician

Kiln operator

Nursery worker

Gardener

Fisheries
technical officer

Geologist

Plastics and
composite
fabricator
Primary
products
inspector

Food processing
technician

Horticultural
scientist

Petroleum
engineer
Pharmacist

Metallurgical
technician

Plastics and
Refrigeration and
composites
air conditioning
fabricator
mechanic
Nurse – enrolled
Shot firer
Silversmith

Pharmacologist
Photographer
Physicist
Physiologist

Plastic surgeon
Podiatrist

Photographer

Vehicle painter

Radiologist

Veterinary nurse

Refrigeration
engineer

Tissue culture
technician

Sports medicine
practitioner

Geophysicist
Horticulturalist

Pathologist

Medical
laboratory
technician

Photographer

Pest and weed
controller

Optometrist
Patent examiner

Pharmacy
assistant

Nursing assistant

Oceanographer

Laboratory
technician

Pest and weed
controller

Laundry worker

Tree surgeon

Furniture polisher

Geneticist

Nutritionist
Obstetrician

Nursing assistant

Textile technician

Fruit, vegetable and
flower grower

Forester

Nurse – registered

Nursery worker

Herd tester

Photographer

Fruit and vegetable
picker

Fisheries
technical officer

Geoscience
technician

Museum technician

Photographic
processor

Foundry worker

Farmer/farm
manager

Environmental
scientist
Farmer/farm
manager

Film processing
worker

Dyer

Nurse administrator

Landscape gardener

CHEMISTRY

Environmental
engineer

Nuclear medicine
technologist

Greenkeeper
Laboratory assistant

Dispensing assistant
Chemical plant
operator
Dry cleaner
Civil engineering
Dairy products Dyer
design
inspector
draftsperson
Farm hand
Dairy technician
Farmer/farm
manager
Dry cleaner

Dietitian

Museum curator

Gemmologist

Gemmologist

Aquaculture technician
Beauty therapist

Minerals process
engineer

Fruit/vegetable
and flower grower

Agricultural technical officer

Anaesthetist

Sports scientist

Veterinary nurse

Teacher
University lecturer

Industrial engineer

Veterinarian

Industrial radiographer
Life scientist

Winemaker
Marine scientist

Zoologist

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Chemistry. If you are interested in
any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Computing

Do you enjoy or are you good at

COMPUTING?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Accountant

IT manager
IT support technician

Actuary

Industrial engineer

Agricultural and resource economist

Investment analyst

Agricultural engineer
Agricultural scientist

Accountant

Animator
Bank officer
(including building
society, credit union)
Biophysicist

Computer
systems analyst

Broadcasting
technician

Computer
systems auditor

LEVEL 2

Architectural drafter

Accounts clerk
Animator

Broadcasting
technician

Animator

Desktop publisher

Audiovisual technician

Business
equipment
technician

Bank officer
(including
building society,
Cartographic
Clerical officer – credit union)
local government
technician
Cashier
Clerk
Clerical officer –
Civil engineering
(administrative local government
design drafter
assistant)
Clerk
Computer service Clothing
(administrative
patternmaker
assistant)
technician
Computer service Clinical coder
Credit officer
technician
Data processing

Cartographer

Computer
systems engineer
Database
administrator

Defence force

Medical records
administrator
Merchant banker

Insurance officer

Finance clerk

LEVEL 1

Mathematician
Mechatronics engineer

Geographic
information
systems officer

Electronics
serviceperson
Film and television
lighting operator

Accounts clerk

Materials engineer

Graphic designer

Audiovisual technician
Bank officer
(including building
society, credit union)

Marketing/sales
representative (IT)

Food processing
technician

Animator

Bank officer
(including
building society,
credit union)

Computer
programmer

Finance clerk

Air traffic controller

Audiovisual technician

Cartographer

Management consultant

Accounts clerk

Astronomer

Cardiac
technologist

LEVEL 3

Food processing
technician

Meteorological
technical officer

IT administrator
IT support
technician

Graphic reproducer

Mine surveyor
Multimedia
developer

Film and television Instrument fitter
Multimedia
Marketing/sales
lighting operator
systems engineer
Insurance officer representative (IT)
Insurance officer
Naval architect
Marketing/sales
Mechanical
Sales assistant
representative
engineering Nuclear medicine
technologist
(IT)
Sales
technician
representative
Operations
Mechanical
Metallurgical
researcher
Sound mixer
engineering
technician
technician
Sound
Patent examiner
technician Optical mechanic
Physicist
Meteorological
Spare parts
Radio and
technical officer
Pilot
salesperson television servicer
Project or
Multimedia
Transport clerk Sales representative
program
developer
Word processing
administrator
Sound mixer
officer
Project or program
Quantity
Sound technician
administrator
surveyor/
Telecommunications technician
construction
Stockbroker’s clerk
economist
Transport clerk

COMPUTING

Defence force
Economist
Electrical and
electronics
engineering
technologist

Environmental
scientist

Defence force
Desktop publisher

Draftsperson

Geographer

Electronics instruments
tradesperson

Electronics detail
draftsperson

Geographic
information
systems officer

Credit officer

Credit officer

Defence force

Financial adviser
and securities
dealer

officer

Costing clerk

Database
administrator

Electronics
engineer

Electronics engineering technician

Graphic designer

Film and television
lighting operator

Refrigeration
engineer

Systems administrator
Systems designer

Electronics engineering associate

Geophysicist

Web designer/developer

Software engineer

Telecommunications officer

Statistician
Systems
administrator

Town planning drafter
Web designer/developer

Systems designer
Surveyor

Health information
manager

Teacher
Town planner

Hydrogeologist
IT administrator
IT educator

University lecturer
Web designer/developer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Computing. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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English

Do you enjoy or are you good at

ENGLISH?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Actor

Management consultant

Advertising account executive

Marketing officer

Announcer
Anthropologist

Music critic

LEVEL 3

Archaeologist

Music librarian

Law clerk

Actor

Music publisher

Archivist
Advertising manager

Art/film/theatre/
literature critic

Announcer

Arts administrator
Author

LEVEL 2

Barrister
Company secretary
Conservator

Announcer

Bookseller

Counsellor

Personnel officer

LEVEL 1

Actor
Announcer
Author
Diplomat
Clerical officer – Bookseller
Desktop publisher local government
Editor
Child care worker
Clerk
Film and
Clerical officer –
Disc jockey
television editor
local government
Copywriter
Clerk
Film and
Court and
Employment
television
Hansard reporter Disc jockey
officer/personnel
producer
Education
aide
Disc jockey
consultant
Film, stage and
Employment
Education
aide
officer/personnel
television director
Film and
consultant
Employment
Foreign affairs
television editor
Film and television
officer/personnel
and trade officer
producer’s assistant
consultant
Health
Funeral attendant
Film and television Engraver
information
Inquiry officer
producer’s assistant
manager
Film and television
Insurance
producer’s assistant
officer
Health services/
Film, stage and
hospital manager
Flight attendant
television director
Funeral director
Historian
Counsellor

Child care worker

Printing machinist
Library assistant
Personnel officer
Public servant
Playwright
Real estate agent
Printing hand
Retail manager
Public servant
Receptionist
Retail manager

Inquiry officer

Human resources/
personnel officer

Human resources/
personnel officer
Industrial
relations officer

Sales assistant/
representative

Publicity officer

Scriptwriter

Public relations
officer

Travel consultant
Writer

Sociologist
Scriptwriter

Solicitor
Speech
pathologist
Sports editor

Translator

Youth worker

Writer

Scriptwriter
Social worker

Retail manager

Stage manager

Welfare worker

Publisher
Rehabilitation
counsellor

Public servant

Welfare worker

Interpreter

Journalist

Tourist
information
officer

Writer
Youth worker

Public relations
officer
Public servant

Tour guide

Secretary
Tourist
Signwriter
information
officer
Stage manager
Word processing
Tour guide
operator

Psychologist

Playwright

Telephonist

Insurance agent/claims investigator

Interpreter

Project or program
administrator
Occupational
health and
Proofreader
safety officer
Psychiatrist

Sales assistant/
representative

Graphic prepress operator

Hotel/motel manager

Playwright

Nurse – enrolled

Playwright

ENGLISH

Hotel/motel
manager

Occupational
therapist

Marketing officer

Library assistant

Author

Copywriter

Copywriter

Insurance officer

Advertising manager

Child care worker

Occupational health
and safety officer

Library technician

Actor

Author

Nurse/nurse
administrator

Legal executive

Stage manager
Teacher –
early childhood

Teacher – primary
Teacher – secondary

Youth worker

Translator

Lawyer

University lecturer

Legal executive

Welfare worker

Librarian
Linguist
Youth worker

Writer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of English. If you are interested in
any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Economics

Do you enjoy or are you good at

ECONOMICS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Industrial relations officer

Accountant
Agricultural and resource economist

Investment analyst

LEVEL 3

Auditor
Accountant
Bank officer (including
building society/
Accounts clerk
credit union)
Chief executive officer
Bank officer (including
– local government
Accounts clerk
building society/
credit union)
Bank officer (including
Company secretary
building society/credit union)
Corporate treasurer

Buyer

Management consultant
Insurance claims
investigator
Marketing officer
Insurance officer

LEVEL 2
Insurance agent

Accounts clerk
Clerical officer –
local government Bank officer (including
building society/
credit union)
Clerk/
administrative
Bookmaker
assistant
Economist
Bookmaker’s
Credit officer
clerk
Costing clerk
Export/import
Clerical officer –
clerk
local government
Export/import
Credit officer
clerk
Clerk/
administrative
Exporter/importer
Employment
assistant
officer
Exporter/importer
Costing clerk
Farmer/farm
Export/import
Credit officer
manager
clerk
Export/import clerk
Farmer/farm
Financial advisor manager
Exporter/importer
Exporter/importer
and securities
dealer
Farmer/farm manager
Financial dealer’s
assistant
Financial
Financial dealer’s assistant
journalist
Hotel/motel
Financial adviser
manager
Financial
and securities dealer
planner/manager
Diplomat

Chief executive
officer – local
Economics teacher government

Farmer/farm
manager

Health services/
hospital manager

Retail manager

Retail buyer
Retail manager
Sales assistant

Sales
representative
Secretary

Shipping clerk
Stock and
station agent
Trade
measurement
officer

Transport clerk

Shipping clerk
Stock and
station agent

Trade measurement
officer

Production
manager–
manufacturing
and mining

Project or
program
administrator

Project
or program
administrator

Property/resource
manager
Public relations
officer

Purchasing officer

Stockbroker’s
clerk

Youth worker

Property/resource
manager
Public relations
officer

Real estate agent/
manager

Sociologist
Statistician

Stockbroker

Transport clerk
Youth worker

Production Portfolio manager
manager

Retail buyer

Insurance officer

Stockbroker
Stockbroker’s clerk
Tax agent
Tax agent
Town planner

Youth worker

Trade analyst
University lecturer

Home economist
Hotel/motel
manager

Political scientist

Marketing officer

Real estate agent

Insurance agent

Hotel/motel manager
Insurance agent

Nurse administrator

Purchasing officer

ECONOMICS

Foreign affairs
and trade officer

Law clerk

Insurance officer

LEVEL 1

Buyer

Market researcher

Valuer
Youth worker

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Economics. If you are interested in
any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Food Studies

Do you enjoy or are you good at

FOOD STUDIES?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Hospital food service manager

Agricultural engineer

LEVEL 3

Agricultural scientist

Aboriginal/Torres Strait Islander
Health worker

Biochemist

Biological scientist

Hotel/motel manager

Aquaculture technician

Hotel/motel manager

Aboriginal/Torres
Strait Islander Health
worker

Laboratory technician

Nurse – aged care

Hospital diet supervisor

LEVEL 1

Bar attendant

Abattoir worker
Aboriginal/
Torres Strait Islander
Health worker
Child care
Cheesemaker
Appliance
coordinator
demonstrator
Chef
Bar attendant
Child care worker Child care worker Cake decorator
Cocktail mixer
Caterer
Dietitian
Child care worker
Confectioner
Cleaner
Cook
Cocktail mixer
Dairy technologist Dairy farm
Cook
worker
Environmental
Dietary aide
health officer
Domestic helper
Dairy technologist
Drinks waiter
Dietary aide
Fast food
Diet supervisor
sales assistant
Food and beverage
Food technologist
Fish farm
catering manager
Drinks waiter
hand
Fisher
Catering officer

Functions
coordinator
Home care worker

Aquaculture technician

Baker
Biotechnologist

LEVEL 2

Journalist

Butcher

Caterer

Nurse – registered

Laboratory technician
Fisher
Nanny
Fruit and
vegetable picker
Pastrycook
Functions coordinator

Sales manager
Nurse educator

Home care worker Primary products
Nanny
inspector
Kitchenhand
Milk deliverer Quality assurance
/vendor
inspector
Nanny
Residential
Residential
Nurse – enrolled
care worker
care worker
Sales assistant
Sales assistant
Sales
representative
Sales
representative
Sandwich
Quality assurance
counter hand
inspector
Ship’s catering
Waiter
attendant
Ward assistant
Winery worker
Smallgoods
maker
Youth worker

FOOD
STUDIES

Health promotion
officer

Food processing
technician
Food processing
technician

Fruit, nut and
vegetable grower

Residential
care worker

Waiter
Welfare worker

Nutritionist

Social worker

Teacher

Technical
and further
education
lecturer

Winery worker
University
lecturer

Youth worker
Welfare worker

Health information
manager

Welfare worker
Hospital food
service manager

Youth worker
Winemaker

Health services/
hospital manager

Youth worker
Home economist

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Food Studies. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Geography

Do you enjoy or are you good at

GEOGRAPHY?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Hydrogeologist

Agricultural and resource economist
Agricultural scientist

Journalist

LEVEL 3

Agricultural technical officer
Anthropologist

Landscape architect
Geophysics
technician

Agricultural technical officer

Archaeologist

Market researcher

Botanist

LEVEL 2

Cartographer

Cartographer
Civil engineer
Demographer

Exporter/importer
Cartographic
technician

Exporter/importer
Export/import
clerk

Exporter/importer

Exporter/importer

Farmer/farm
manager

Farmer/farm
manager

Export/
import clerk
Foreign affairs
and trade officer
Forest technical
officer
Forester

Forest worker

Mine surveyor
Mining engineer
Natural
resource
manager

Photographer

Stock and Survey assistant
station agent
Real estate agent

Farm hand

GEOGRAPHY

Minerals process
operator

Park ranger

Survey assistant

Photographer

Taxi driver

Fruit and
vegetable picker

Real estate agent

Meteorological
technical officer

Postal employee

Miner

Farmer/farm
manager

Meteorologist

Meteorological
technical officer

Photographer

Forest worker

Farmer/Farm
manager

Stock and
station agent

Open cut mining
plant operator

Export/import clerk

Draftsperson

Geoscience
technician

Real estate
salesperson

LEVEL 1

Export/import clerk

Ecologist
Environmental
scientist

Marine scientist

Tour guide

Real estate
Pilot
property
manager Real estate agent

Tour guide
Tourist
information
officer
Travel consultant

Tourist
information
officer

Real estate
salesperson

Real estate
property manager
Teacher
Ship’s captain

Geographer
Geographic
information
systems officer

Real estate
property manager

Forest technical
officer

Ship’s officer

Travel consultant

Survey technician

Geological
Engineer

Geographic
information
systems officer

Geologist
Geophysicist

Ship’s officer
Sociologist
Statistician

Surveyor

Town planning
draftsperson

Historian

Town planner
Trade analyst

Hydrographer

University lecturer
Hydrologist

Zoologist

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Geography. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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History

Do you enjoy or are you good at

HISTORY?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Journalist

Anthropologist
Archaeologist
Archivist
Author

Art critic

Clerk/
administrative
assistant

Conservator
Criminologist
Cultural
heritage
officer

Film and
television
producer

Defence force –
officer
Diplomat

Photographer

Bookseller

Barrister

Court &
Hansard
reporter

Legal Executive

LEVEL 2

Author
Defence force

Script writer

Bookseller

Clerk/
administrative
assistant

Tourist
information
officer

HISTORY

Law clerk

Editor

Library assistant
Photographer

Library
assistant

Film and
television
producer

Law clerk

Museum
technician

Film, stage
and television
director

Museum
curator

Playwright

Playwright

Author

Librarian
Photographer

LEVEL 1

Defence force Defence force
Film, stage
and television
director

Law clerk

Library
technician

Art historian
Author

Lawyer

LEVEL 3

Tour guide
Travel
consultant

Photographer
Script writer
Playwright

Playwright

Tourist
information
officer

Political
scientist
Publisher

Records
manager

Tour guide

Records
manager

Writer

Travel
consultant

Researcher
Script writer
Script writer

Writer

Solicitor

Foreign affairs
and trade officer

Legal executive

Historian

Writer

Teacher

University lecturer
Industrial
relations officer

Writer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of History. If you are interested in
any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Home Economics

Do you enjoy or are you good at

HOME ECONOMICS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Architect

Marketing officer

Chef

Market researcher

Community educator

LEVEL 3

Caterer
Community
development worker

Medical practitioner
Human resources
officer/personnel officer

Nurse administrator

Chef
Interior designer
Child care worker

Consumer adviser

Community educator

Costume designer

Cookery demonstrator

Nurse-enrolled

Occupational therapist

Nurse-enrolled

Photographer

Community educator

Cook/chef

Cookery demonstrator

Personnel consultant

Primary products
inspector Quality
controller

LEVEL 1 Kitchenhand

Appliance
demonstrator
Cake decorator
Craft instructor
Catering assistant
Costume designer
Child care worker
Craft instructor
Craftsperson
Clothing
production worker
Craftsperson
Environmental
Cook/chef
Creche attendant
health officer
Creche attendant
Costume designer
Education aide
Craftsperson
Dairy technologist
Fashion designer
Creche attendant
Embroiderer
Dietary
aide
Fashion coordinator
Developmental
Education aide
Food journalist
care worker
Food demonstrator Embroiderer
Food demonstrator
Food processing
Fashion designer
technician
Food process worker
Food technologist
Food process worker Footwear worker
Function coordinator
Fashion coordinator
Food stylist
Health educator
Function manager
Function coordinator
Housekeeper
Food processing
Instore
technician
Function manager
Health promotion
demonstrator
officer
Hotel/motel front
Function manager
office clerk
Costume designer

Dietitian/
nutritionist

Nanny

Pastrycook

Child care worker
Consumer adviser

Craft instructor

Marketing officer

Child care assistant

Consumer adviser
Craftsperson

Nurse-registered

LEVEL 2

Caterer

Personnel
Product designer
consultant
Nanny
Receptionist
Personnel assistant
Photographer
Production
Photographer
Residential
controller
Receptionist
care worker
Product designer
Recipe writer
Respite carer
Residential
Public relations
Retail buyer
care worker
Production
officer
Retail manager
controller
Retail manager
Sales assistant
Screen printer
Social worker
Quality controller
Public relations
Teacher’s aide Smallgoods maker
officer
Retail buyer
Tailor
Speech therapist
Textile machinist
Quality controller
Teacher’s aide
Textile retailer
Tourist information officer Tourist information
Teacher-early
Teacher-technical
officer
Youth worker
childhood
and further
Waiter
Travel and tourism
education
Wardrobe
officer
coordinator
Teacher-home
Visual merchandiser
Textile designer
economics
Waiter
Travel and
Wardrobe coordinator
Teacher-primary
tourism officer
Welfare worker

HOME
ECONOMICS

Home economist

Guest relations officer

Housekeeper
Interior decorator
Mothercraft nurse

Hospital catering officer

Hospital catering
officer

Nanny

Visual merchandiser

Youth worker

Hospitality consultant
Hospitality
consultant

Wardrobe coordinator

Hotel/motel manager
Human resources
consultant

Hotel/motel
manager

Welfare worker
Youth worker

Human resources
manager

Teacher-secondary
Teacher-technical
and further
education

University lecturer
Welfare worker

Interior designer

Youth worker

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Home Economics. If you are
interested in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service
website myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local
library or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The
levels indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Industrial Arts

Do you enjoy or are you good at

INDUSTRIAL ARTS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Architect

Industrial engineer

Interior designer

Building contractor

LEVEL 3
Architectural drafter

Building inspector

Electrical engineering
technician

Audiovisual technician
Building surveyor

Landscape architect

Electronics engineering associate

LEVEL 2

Building contractor

Architectural drafter
Audiovisual technician
Automotive parts interpreter
Automotive trades
Building surveyor
Bicycle technician
Building technician
Building trades
Building technician
Audiovisual
Business equipment
Civil engineer
technician
technician
Carpenter and joiner
Cartographer
Bicycle technician
Carpet layer
Computer service
Computer service
technician
Cartographic
technician
Civil engineering
draftsperson
Construction trades
technologist
Craftsperson
Craftsperson
Defence force
Defence force
Cartographic
Electrical
technician
engineering
Footwear worker
technician
Craftsperson
Electrical trades Forest worker
Civil and
Electronics
Glass worker
engineering
structural
technician
engineering
Leadlight worker
Engineering
associate
tradesperson Leather worker
Defence force –
electrical
officer
Engineering
Machine setter
Civil engineering
tradesperson fabrication
draftsperson
Metal press operator
Engineering
Metal trades
tradesperson mechanical
assistant
Defence
force
Electrical and
Forest worker
electronics
Furniture polisher
engineering
Dental technician
Glass and glazing tradesperson
technologist
Graphic press operator
Instrument fitter
Diamond cutter
Jeweller
and polisher
Leadlight
worker
Electrical engineer
Electrical
engineering associate
Building inspector

Cartographer

Marine engineer

Electronics engineering
Locksmith
technician
Marine engineer
Mechanical engineering
Materials engineer
technician
Engineering survey
Metal trades
draftsperson
Model maker
Motor trades
Museum technician
Marine engineer Mechanical engineer
Musical
Model maker
instrument maker
Musical instrument
Optical mechanic
Mechanical
maker
Patternmaker
engineering
Picture framer
Offset printer
associate
Metallurgist
Plumber
Picture framer Printing machinist
Radio and
Press operator
Mechanical
television servicer
engineering
Printer’s
Roof slater
Mining engineer
technician
and tiler
assistant
Saw doctor
Saw doctor
Sewing machine
Model maker
mechanic
Shunter
Shipwright
Naval architect
Sound mixer
Silversmith
Radio and
Sound technician
Sound mixer
television
Sound technician
servicer
Toymaker
Stonemason
Tracer
Prosthetist/
Telecommunications
technician
Set designer
Vehicle detailer
orthotist
Textile mechanic
Youth worker
Textile technician
Sound mixer
Timber and forest
products worker
Upholsterer
Quantity surveyor/
Sound technician
Vehicle detailer
construction
Watch and clock
economist
maker and repairer
Wood machinist
Survey drafter
Youth worker

LEVEL 1

INDUSTRIAL
ARTS

Surveying technologist

Set designer

Survey technician
Electronics engineer

Electrical engineering
detail draftsperson

Surveyor

Youth worker

Ergonomist

Teacher
Industrial designer

Youth worker

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Industrial Arts. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Languages

Do you enjoy or are you good at

LANGUAGES?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Actor

Journalist

Anthropologist

Language teacher

Archeologist

LEVEL 3

Archivist
Bank officer
(including
building society
and credit union)
Barrister

Defence Force officer

Customs officer

Diplomat
Employment
officer

Editor

Carer

Actor

Export/import
Exporter/importer clerk

LEVEL 1

Hotel/motel
manager

Hotel/motel front
office clerk

Sales assistant

Foreign affairs
and trade officer

Human resources/
personnel officer

Historian

Hotel/motel front
office clerk

Sales
representative

Receptionist

Ship’s catering
attendant

Sales
representative

Singer
Teacher’s aide

Ship’s catering
attendant

Travel consultant

Police officer-AFP

Police officerstate

Police officer-state
Public relations
officer

Public relations
officer

Ship’s officer

Social worker
Subtitler

Solicitor

Tourist guide

Writer

Travel consultant

Theatre critic

Speech pathologist

Waiter

Subtitler

Translator

Writer

Ship’s officer

Singer

Singer
Teacher’s aide

Waiter

Ship’s captain

Singer

Telephonist
Tourist guide

Home care worker

Film critic

Police officer-AFP

Police officerstate

Police officer-state

Flight attendant

Export/import
clerk

Nurse-registered

Nurse-enrolled

Nursing assistant

Export/import clerk
Home care worker

Musician

Library
assistant

Exporter/importer

Exporter/
importer

Nurse-enrolled

Library assistant

Education aide

Education aide

Musician

Hotel/motel manager

LANGUAGES

Employment
Exporter/importer Driving
officer- personnel
instructor
consultant

Export/import
clerk

Actor

Bank officer
(including building society
and credit union)

Linguist

Musician

LEVEL 2

Bank officer
Child care worker (including building
society and credit union)
Clerical officer –
local government Carer
Child care worker
Customs broker
Clerical officer –
local government
Customs officer
Customs officer
Defence Force
Defence Force

Defence Force

Librarian

Library technician

Bank officer
(including building society
and credit union)

Child care worker

Customs officer

Lawyer

Actor

Teacher
Immigration officer

Hotel/motel
manager

Welfare worker

Interpreter

Writer

Theatre critic
Translator

University lecturer

Human resources/
personnel officer

Welfare worker
Interpreter

Writer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Languages. If you are interested in
any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Maths

Do you enjoy or are you good at

MATHS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Accountant
Actuary
Aerospace engineer
Agricultural and resource economist
Agricultural engineer
Agricultural scientist
Accountant
Architect
Accounts clerk
Astronomer
Agricultural technical officer
Auditor
Air traffic controller
Bank officer
(including building
Airways data
society/credit union)
systems officer
Biological scientist
Aquaculture technician
Accounts clerk
Biochemist
Architectural drafter
Agricultural
Biophysicist
Bank officer
technical officer
(including building
Biotechnologist
Building contractor society/credit union) Aircraft maintenance engineer
Building contractor
Ceramics engineer
Airline
Chemical engineer Building technician passenger officer
Accounts clerk
Cartographic
Chemist
Bank officer
draftsperson
Automotive
Civil engineer
(including building
Civil and structural electrician
society/credit union)
Civil engineering
engineering
Bar attendant
technologist
Bank officer
associate
Bookmaker
(including
Company secretary
Civil engineering
Bookmaker’s clerk
Computer engineer design draftsperson building
Betting clerk
society/credit
Computer
Civil engineering union)
Car park
programmer
attendant
technician
Computer systems Clerical officer— Clerical officer— Cashier
auditor
local government local government Checkout operator
Computer systems Computer
Croupier
Clerk
engineer
Clerk
programmer
Computer operator
Credit officer
Defence force—
Credit officer
Credit officer
officer
Defence force
Defence force
Data processing operator
Economist
Defence force
Defence force
Electronics
Electrical engineer technician
Exporter/importer
mechanic
Electrical and
Export/import
Draftsperson
electronics
Electronics
clerk
Electrical
engineering
engineering technician
engineering
associate
technologist
Exporter/importer
Electronics engineer Electrical engineering
detail draftsperson
Export/import clerk
Environmental
Electronics
engineering
engineer
Finance clerk
associate
Exporter/importer
Electronics detail
Export/import clerk
draftsperson
Financial adviser and
Electronics engineering technician
securities dealer
Engineering survey drafting technician
Financial dealer
Exporter/importer
and broker
Export/import clerk
Geophysicist
Finance clerk
Health services/hospital

Industrial
engineer
Information
technology manager
Information technology
support technician
Investment analyst
Hospital
Life scientist
catering officer
Marine scientist
Hospital food
Marine surveyor
services manager
Materials engineer
Information technology
support technician
Mathematician
Insurance agent
Mathematics teacher
Industrial
Insurance claims Mechanical engineer
textiles fabricator
investigator Mechatronic engineer
Laboratory technician
Insurance agent
Medical scientist
Laboratory worker
Metallurgist
Insurance claims
Marine engineer
Meteorologist
investigator
Mechanical
Meteorological
Laboratory technician
engineering
Finance clerk
technical officer
associate
Gaming worker
Microbiologist
Laboratory worker
Insurance agent
Mechanical
Mine surveyor
Mechanical
Insurance claims
engineering
Mining engineer
investigator
engineering
technician
Multimedia
Newsagent
technician
Mechanical
developer
Postal employee
engineering
Multimedia
Retail buyer
Naval architect
technologist
developer
Sales assistant
Optometrist
Medical laboratory
Sales
Newsagent
technician Patent examiner
representative
Petroleum
engineer
Metallurgical
Service station Postal employee
technician
Pharmacist
attendant
Purchasing officer
Meteorological
Spare parts
Physicist
salesperson
technical officer
Retail buyer
Physiologist
Stock and station agent
Multimedia
Pilot
Sailmaker
Storeperson
developer
Quantity
Survey assistant Sales representative Naval architectural
surveyor/
Tally clerk
draftsperson
construction
Secretary
Ticket seller
Pilot
economist
Tracer
Stock and station agent
Purchasing officer Radiation therapist
Radio officer (ship)
Survey assistant
Radiologist
Radio technical officer
Refrigeration
Telecommunications
engineer
Refrigeration and air
technician
conditioning associate
Science teacher
Ship’s officer
Ship’s captain
Stockbroker
Ship’s officer
Stockbroker’s clerk
Sports scientist
Survey drafter
Statistician
Surveying technologist
Stockbroker
Town planning drafter
Surveyor
System’s analyst
Teacher
Town planner
University lecturer
Valuer

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 1

MATHS

administrator
Health services/hospital manager
Hospital catering officer
Hospital food services manager
Industrial designer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Maths. If you are interested in any of
the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website myfuture.edu.au,
in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library or Career
Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels indicate the
most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Media Studies

Do you enjoy or are you good at

MEDIA STUDIES?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Actor

Journalist

Librarian

Announcer

LEVEL 3
Actor

Arts administrator

Announcer

Copywriter

Audiovisual technician

Camera operator

Camera operator
Copywriter

Copywriter

Film and
television editor

Dancer

Desktop publisher
Film and television
lighting operator

Film and television
producer

Actor
Announcer

Disc jockey

Dancer

Film and
television editor

Desktop publisher

Film and
television
lighting operator

Scriptwriter

Film critic

Film and television
lighting operator

Signwriter

Writer

Library assistant

Sound technician

Stage manager

Web designer/developer
Film and television
producer’s assistant

Scriptwriter

Sound mixer

Stagehand

Theatrical costume
maker and designer

Writer

Publisher

Set designer

Web designer/
developer

Film and television
producer

Film, stage and
television director

Proofreader
Scriptwriter

Stage manager

Theatrical costume
maker and designer

Graphic pre-press operator

Playwright
Playwright

Sound mixer
Sound technician

Telecommunications
technician

Film, stage and
television director
Film and television
producer’s assistant

Scriptwriter

Ticket seller

Film and television
producer’s assistant

Film and television
producer’s assistant

Film and
television editor

Sound mixer
Sound technician
Theatrical
costume maker
and designer

Musician

Screen printer/
stencil preparer

Stagehand

Film and
television
lighting operator

Film and
television producer

Musician

Printing hand Printing machinist

MEDIA
STUDIES

Disc jockey

Multimedia
developer

Print finishing
artist

Projectionist

Costume maker

Museum curator

Playwright

Make-up artist

Multimedia
developer

Marketing officer

Musician
Library
assistant
Playwright

Copywriter

Desktop publisher

Disc jockey

LEVEL 1

Camera operator

Dancer
Costume maker

Museum technician

Audiovisual
technician

Costume maker

Librarian technician

Multimedia developer

Audiovisual technician
Broadcasting
technician

Marketing officer

Graphic designer
Make-up artist

Announcer
Broadcasting
technician

Cultural heritage
officer

Disc jockey

LEVEL 2

Actor

Costume maker

Dancer

Marketing
researcher

Film, stage and
television director

Set designer

Stage manager

Teacher – secondary

Theatrical
costume maker
and designer

Writer

Web designer/developer

Graphic designer

Historian

Writer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Media Studies. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Performing Arts

Do you enjoy or are you good at

PERFORMING ARTS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Actor

Journalist

Animator

Music critic

Announcer
Artist

Music librarian

LEVEL 3

Actor

Film, stage and
television director

Animator

Artistic director
Arts administrator
Artist

Child care
coordinator

LEVEL 2

Actor

Graphic designer
Film, stage and
television director

Animator

Audiovisual technician

Announcer

Camera operator
(film, television
or video)

Music school
administrator

Floor manager

Announcer

Casting director

Music publisher

Artist

Milliner

LEVEL 1

Actor
Choral director
Animator
Casting director
Camera operator
Announcer
Choreographer
(film, television
Artist
or video)
Child care worker
Auctioneer
Composer
Audiovisual technician
Child care
Composer
assistant
Busker
Conductor
Child care assistant
Child care worker
Continuity writer
Child care worker
Composer
Copywriter
Continuity writer
Copywriter
Composer
Copywriter
Costume maker
Copywriter
Costume maker
Costume maker
Dancer
Disc jockey
Dancer
Dancer
Costume maker
Dressmaker
Disc jockey
Entertainer
Director of
Dancer
Film and television
photography
Dressmaker
lighting operator
Entertainer
Director of
Film and television
Disc jockey
photography
producer
Film and television
Dressmaker
lighting operator
Disc jockey
Film and television producer
Entertainer
Drama teacher
Film and television
producer’s assistant
Film and
television editor
Entertainer

Musical director

Musician

Make-up artist

Audiovisual technician

Music therapist

Music copyist

Musician

Playwright

Orchestra conductor

Film and
Musical instrument
television
Public relations
maker
producer’s assistant
officer
Florist
Musician
Publicity officer
Mime artist
Recreation officer
Model
Program director
Musical instrument
Signwriter
(radio and
maker
television)
Singer
Piano tuner

Playwright
Program director
(radio or
television)

PERFORMING
ARTS

Film and television
editor

Public relations
officer
Singer
Sound technician Recreation officer
Sound technician
Recreation officer
Stage manager
Stagehand
Scriptwriter
Stunt performer
Stagehand
Scriptwriter
Theatrical
Set designer
costumer maker
Stunt performer
and designer
Set
designer
Singer
Theatrical
Visual merchandiser
costumer maker
Wardrobe supervisor
Singer
Sound technician
and designer
Writer
Ticketwriter and
Stage manager
Stage manager
showcard artist

Writer

Film and television
producer

Theatrical
costumer maker
and designer

Teacher
Teacher –
early childhood

Theatre critic

Visual merchandiser

Film and television
producer’s assistant

Film and television
producer

Theatre critic

Visual merchandiser
Wardrobe supervisor

Theatrical
costumer maker
and designer

Wardrobe supervisor
Writer

University lecturer

Film critic
Film, stage and television director
Graphic designer

Wardrobe supervisor
Writer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Performing Arts. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library
or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels
indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Physical Education

Do you enjoy or are you good at

PHYSICAL EDUCATION?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Acupuncturist

Medical practitioner

Ambulance officer

Naturopath

LEVEL 3

Chiropractor

Acupuncturist

Nurse-registered

Forest technical officer

Dancer

Park ranger
Ambulance officer

LEVEL 2

Defence force-officer
Aerobics instructor
Dietitian/nutritionist

Marketing officer
Horticultural
tradesperson

Aquaculture technician

Dancer

LEVEL 1 Meat worker

Dancer

Abattoir worker
Aerobics instructor
Athlete
Facility manager
Builder’s labourer
Diver
Council worker
Electrical
Dancer
Facility manager
Farmer/farm
linesperson
Defence force
manager
Diver
Farmer/farm
Farmer/farm
manager
manager
Fitness instructor
Farmer/farm
Farm hand
manager
Farrier
Fisher
Fitness instructor
Firefighter
Fitness centre
Firefighter
manager
Forest worker
Fisher
Furniture removalist
Fisheries officer
Garbage collector
Fisheries officer
Gardener
Forester
Labourer
Fitness instructor
Lifeguard
Fitness instructor
Massage
Forest officer
Forest worker
therapist
Defence force

Massage therapist

Jockey

Aviation firefighter
Ergonomist

Police officer-AFP

Defence force

Police officer-state

Massage therapist

Nurse-enrolled
Naturopath
Physical education
Milk vendor
teacher
Nursing assistant
Miner
Paramedical aide
Paramedical aide
Nurse-enrolled
Parking inspector
Physiologist
Police officerPolice officer-state
state
Postal employee
Rigger
Physiotherapist
Recreation Police officer-AFP
Scaffolder
officer
Shearer
Sports coach
Slate and
Recreation officer
Sportsperson
roof tiler
Police officer-state
Stagehand
Sports
coach
Stablehand
Sports
Stunt performer
Sports
administrator
Tree surgeon
commentator
Recreation
officer
Youth worker
Yoga instructor
Stagehand
Sports coach
Sports umpire
Tree surgeon
Ward assistant
Sports coach
Tiler—roof
Sports editor

PHYSICAL
EDUCATION

Forest technical
officer

Timber and forest
products worker
Fitness centre
manager

Ward assistant

Gardener

Yoga instructor
Greenkeeper

Fitness counsellor

Sports trainer

Fitness counsellor

Sports umpire

Health promotion
officer
Forest officer

Sports journalist

Youth worker

Youth worker

Marketing officer

Sports medicine
practitioner/
sports scientist

Sports psychologist

University lecturer

Marketing manager

Market researcher

Youth worker

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Physical Education. If you are
interested in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service
website myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local
library or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The
levels indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Physics

Do you enjoy or are you good at

PHYSICS?

Have you considered the following occupations?
Aerospace engineer

LEVEL 4

Marine engineer

Agricultural and resource
economist

Marine surveyor
Materials engineer

Agricultural engineer

Mechanical engineer

Agricultural scientist
Agronomist
Architect
Astronomer
Audiologist

Biotechnologist
Building contractor

Building contractor

Cardiac technologist Cartographer
Cartographer
Cartographic
Ceramics engineer technician
Civil engineer
Computer engineer
Computer
programmer
Computer
systems engineer

Civil engineering
associate
Civil engineering
design draftsperson

Civil engineering
technologist

Information technology
support technician

Building technician

Camera operator
(film, television
or video)

LEVEL 2

Aircraft
maintenance engineer

Metallurgist
Meteorologist

Marine surveyor

Mechanical
engineering technician

Metal trades
assistant

Camera operator
(film, television Boiler attendant
Computer science or video)
technician
Camera operator
Composites
(film, television
Dentist
Draftsperson
fabricator
or video)
Electrical engineer Electrical
Draftsperson
Electronics engineer engineering
Composites
associate
Film and
Electrical and
fabricator
Electrical
television
electronics
engineering
lighting operator
engineering
Film and television
detail drafter
technologist
Instrument fitter
lighting operator
Environmental
Electrical
health officer
engineering
Laboratory assistant
technician
Environmental
Laboratory worker
scientist
Electronics detail
draftsperson
Marine engineer
Ergonomist

Medical scientist

Marine engineer

Foundry worker

Audiovisual
technician

Defence force—
officer

Metal machinist

LEVEL 1

Assembler

Medical practitioner

Laboratory worker

Motor mechanic

Audiovisual technician

Business
equipment
technician

Medical imaging
technologist

Laboratory assistant

Metallurgical technician

Audiometrist

Automotive
tradesperson

Mechatronic
engineer

Geoscience
technician

Audiovisual technician

Biomedical engineer
Biophysicist

LEVEL 3

Air traffic
controller

Plastics and
composites
fabricator

Meteorological
technical officer

Mechanical
engineering
associate

Microbiologist
Mine surveyor

Mechanical
engineering
technician

Mineralogist
Mining engineer
Naval architect

Medical laboratory Nuclear medicine
technologist
technician
Plumber
Metallurgical Occupational health
Plastics and
Radar plotter
and safety officer
technician
composites
Defence Force
Oceanographer
abricator
Meteorological
Refrigeration and technical officer
Optometrist
air conditioning
Shot firer
mechanic Naval architectural Patent examiner
draftsperson Petroleum engineer
Sound mixer Sheetmetal worker Occupational health
Pharmacist
Shipwright and safety officer
Physicist
Sound technician
Pilot
Physiotherapist
Sound mixer
Radio officer (ship)
Pilot
Sound technician
Survey assistant
Radio technical Prosthetist/orthotist
officer
Survey assistant
Quantity surveyor/
Refrigeration and
construction
Telecommunications
air conditioning
economist
technician
associate
Radiation therapist
Toolmaker
Ship’s officer
Radiologist
Welder
Sound mixer Refrigeration engineer

PHYSICS

Electronics
engineering associate

Forensic scientist
Forester

Medical laboratory
technician

Electronics
engineering technician

Geographer
Geologist

Engineering survey drafting technician

Geophysicist

Hydrologist/hydrogeologist
Hydrographer

Film and television lighting
operator

Sound technician

Science teacher

Survey drafter

Ship’s captain
Ship’s officer

Survey technician

Surveyor

Ultrasound technician

Telecommuncations engineer

Industrial designer

Town planner

Industrial engineer
Industrial radiographer
Life scientist

University lecturer
Veterinarian

Marine scientist

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Physics. If you are interested in any
of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library or
Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels indicate
the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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Rural Studies

Do you enjoy or are you good at

RURAL STUDIES?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4
Forest officer

Accountant

Agricultural technical officer

Forester

LEVEL 3

Geographer

Agricultural and
resource economist
Fruit, vegetable and flower grower

Agricultural technical officer
Agricultural engineer

Agricultural scientist

LEVEL 2
Animal attendant
Animal technician

Animal technician

LEVEL 1

Butcher

Animal
attendant
Apiarist
Artificial inseminator
Farmer/Farm
Auctioneer
manager
Biological scientist
Beekeeper
Farrier
Customs officer
Dairy worker
Fisher
Customs officer
Biotechnologist
Driller
Fisheries officer Excavator
operator
Forest worker
Farmer/farm
Botanist
Fruit, vegetable manager
Farm hand
and flower
Dairy technician
Fisher
grower
Chemical engineer
Forest worker
Gardener
Fruit and vegetable picker
Fruit, vegetable and
Greenkeeper
flower grower
Customs officer
Herd tester
Gardener
Farmer/farm
Gardener’s
Horse manager
manager
assistant
Horticultural
Ecologist
tradesperson
Cheesemaker

Aquaculture
technician

Biochemist

Horse stud manager
Horse manager

Mobile plant operator

Artificial inseminator

Agronomist

Landscape
gardener
Leather worker

Aquaculture technician

Horse manager

Customs officer

Horticultural
manager

Nursery assistant

Nursery worker
Horse manager
Horse trainer
Horse trainer
Horticulturalist
Pest and weed
Labourer
controller
Leather worker
Meat worker Primary products
Landscape
Miner
inspector
Mobile plant
architect
Plant operator
operator
Horticultural
Nursery assistant
manager
Saddler
Nursery worker
Meteorologist
Pest and weed
Saw doctor
controller
Stock and
Plant operator
station agent
Poultry processor
Meteorological
Saw doctor Survey assistant
technical officer
Meteorological
Shearer
technical officer
Timber/forest
Slaughterer
Stablehand
products worker
Station hand
Park ranger
Tree faller
Survey assistant
Stock and
Tree surgeon
station agent
Rural studies
Tissue culture
Veterinary nurse
Winery
teacher
technician
worker
Winery worker

RURAL
STUDIES

Horse trainer

Entomologist

Jockey

Fisheries officer

Wool broker
Teacher

Wool classer
Tree surgeon

Veterinarian

Environmental
engineer

Environmental
scientist

Forest officer

Farmer/farm
manager

Viticulturalist
Wool broker
Winemaker

Zoologist

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.
6294NOIF03A
J.S. McMillan Printing Group 02 6230 6200

LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Rural Studies. If you are interested
in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service website
myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local library or
Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The levels indicate
the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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Textiles & Design

Do you enjoy or are you good at

TEXTILES AND DESIGN?

Have you considered the following occupations?
LEVEL 4

Accessories designer

Teacher—secondary

LEVEL 3

Interior designer

Accessories designer
Craft instructor

Buyer
Accessories
designer

Retail buyer

Buyer
Canvas goods maker

Craftsperson

Clothing
patternmaker

Cosmetician

Costume maker

Fashion designer

Appliance demonstrator

Clothing cutter

Cosmetician
Costume maker

Clothing
machinist

Craft instructor Clothing
patternmaker
Craftsperson
Clothing

Craft instructor

Costume maker

Dry cleaner
Dressmaker

Craftsperson

Education aide

Dry cleaner

Embroiderer

Dyer

Fashion coordinator
Fashion coordinator

Screen printer

Sewing machine
mechanic
Laundry worker
Leather worker

Surgical
bootmaker

Presser
Sales assistant

Tailor

Soft furnishing
maker

Teacher’s aide

Teacher’s aide

Milliner

Tailor

Teacher—
Teacher—
technical and
technical further education
and further
education

Theatre costume
maker and
designer
Textile mechanic
Wardrobe
supervisor
Theatre costume
maker and designer
Upholsterer

Leather worker

Textile designer

Theatre
costume
maker and
designer

University
lecturer

Theatre costume
maker and designer

Visual merchandiser
Wardrobe
supervisor

Textile designer

Surgical
bootmaker

Interior decorator

Textile technician

Jeweller
Fashion designer

Set designer

Sales manager

Footwear worker

Interior decorator

Interior designer

Sales assistant

Education aide
Embroiderer

TEXTILES
AND DESIGN

production worker

Dressmaker

Craftsperson
Graphic designer

Accessories
designer

Clothing and soft
furnishing
production worker

Clothing
production
manager

Sailmaker

LEVEL 1

Clothing production Clothing cutter
manager
Clothing finisher

Costume maker

Teacher—
technical and
Quality
further education
assurance inspector
Quality
assurance
inspector
Sales manager
Retail buyer

LEVEL 2

Visual
merchandiser

Visual
arts/crafts
teacher

Graphic designer
Wardrobe
supervisor

Journalist
Interior decorator

Wardrobe
supervisor

Set designer

Usual training requirements

LEVEL 2 Usually has a skill level equal to a Certificate III or IV
or at least three years relevant experience. New
Apprenticeships may be offered in this level.

LEVEL 3 Usually requires a level of skill equal to a Diploma or
Advanced Diploma. Study is often undertaken through
TAFEs or Registered Training Organisations.
LEVEL 4 Usually requires completion of a bachelor degree or higher
qualification. Study is often undertaken at university.

How to use this poster
This poster shows a selection of jobs that have some link with the subject of Textiles and Design. If you are
interested in any of the jobs listed you will find more information in the national career information service
website myfuture.edu.au, in Job Guide the book and the website, jobguide.dest.gov.au, or by visiting your local
library or Career Information Centre. The four educational levels are used in these sheets as a guide only. The
levels indicate the most common educational and/or entry requirements for these jobs.
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LEVEL 1 Usually requires the completion of Year 10 schooling,
the Secondary School Certificate, Certificate I or
Certificate II qualification. New Apprenticeships may be
offered in this level.
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